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  HOUSEHOLD SCREENER 
001 COHORT Coding to identify the wave at which respondents were first recruited for 6E. 

(Cohort=1 were recruited at Wave 1 and cohort=2 are new recruits at Wave 2.) 

  

1 Recruited at 6E1 

2 Recruited at 6E2 

002 RTYPE Derived variable Rtype -- respondent is Recontact or Replenishment (C or P): 

  

If cohort=1, then Rtype=C. 

If cohort=2, then Rtype=P. 

003 BI49101 [Country]: 

1 Germany 

2 Greece 

3 Hungary 

4 Poland 

5 Romania 

6 Spain 

  

[Currency]: 

If Country=1, 2, or 6, Set Currency to Euros 

If Country=3, Set Currency to forint 

If Country=4, Set Currency to złoty 

If Country=5, Set Currency to leu 

  

[ethics institution]: 

If Country=1, ethics institution= Ethikkommission der Medizinischen Fakultät Heidelberg 

If Country=2, ethics institution= Greece Medical School, University of Athens - Research and Ethics Committee 

If Country=3, ethics institution= Hungary Medical Research Council – Scientific and Research Committee 

If Country=4, ethics institution= Poland State College of Higher Vocational Education - Committee and Dean of the 

Department of Health Care and Life Sciences 

If Country=5, ethics institution= Romania Iuliu Hatieganu University of Medicine and Pharmacy 

If Country=6, ethics institution= Spain Hospital Universitari de Bellvitge - Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Bellvitge 
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[ethics contact]: 

If Country=1, ethics contact= Tel: +49 6221 338220 

If Country=2, ethics contact= Tel: +30210-7467468/E-mail: ekanavak@med.uoa.gr 

If Country=3, ethics contact= Tel: +36-1-795-1197/E-mail: tukeb@emmi.gov.hu 

If Country=4, ethics contact= Tel: +48 23 672 22 13/E-mail: iozpwsz@wp.pl 

If Country=5, ethics contact= Tel: 0040264597256 

If Country=6, ethics contact= Tel: 93 260 73 89/E-mail: presidenciaceic@bellvitgehospital.cat 

  

[CountryPI] 

If Country=1, CountryPI = Dr. Ute Mons, German Cancer Research Center, E-mail: ute.mons@soziologie.uni-heidelberg.de 

If Country=2, CountryPI = Prof. Yiannis Tountas, University of Athens, Email: chsr@med.uoa.gr 

If Country=3, CountryPI = Dr. Tibor Demjén, Smoking or Health Hungarian Foundation, E-mail: tibor.demjen@gmail.com 

If Country=4, CountryPI = Prof. Witold Zatonski, Health Promotion Foundation, E-mail: fpz@promocjazdrowia.pl 

If Country=5, CountryPI = Prof. Antigona Trofor, Aer Pur Romania, E-mail: atrofor@yahoo.com 

If Country=6, CountryPI = Prof. Esteve Fernandez, Institut Català d’Oncologia, E-mail: efernandez@iconcologia.net 

004 BI49100 Create 18-month string variable th 

- [18M Anchor]="[CURRENT MONTH -6] [CURRENT YEAR -1]” 

  

For any 18-month anchor, also insert into script: 

- for interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“early [18M Anchor]” 

- for interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“the middle of [18M Anchor]” 

- for interviews taking place during days 21- end of month=“late [18M Anchor]”at will be referred to in this 

program whenever [18M Anchor] is indicated: 

005 BI49104 Essential questions in this survey: 

BI49330 (011a), BI49331 (012a) 

006a Date Set Program: Record time and 006a/Date of contact at start. 

006b LSD Ask if 002/RTYPE=C. 

   If country<>Greece, then LSrange=June to August 2016. 

   If country=Greece, then LSrange=June to September 2016. 

007 BI49208 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P. 

Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I am from [country survey firm] on behalf of an international team of 

researchers. We are conducting a study about the behaviour and opinions of smokers in [Country]. This important research 

is currently being conducted in Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Greece, and is part of the International 

Tobacco Policy Survey being conducted in several other countries in the EU, North and South America, Africa, and Asia. 

  

Answers to this survey will help the government better understand the current use of tobacco in [country]. We would like 

to interview up to one male smoker and one female smoker in your household. Could I ask you a few questions as a start? 

All responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 
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First, we will need to ask a few essential household questions for statistical purposes and to determine whether someone 

within your household is eligible. If no one in your household is eligible or if you do not answer these essential household 

questions, we will not proceed further. 

  

Once the household questions are complete, if at least one person is eligible, we will choose one or more eligible people to 

be interviewed. Participation is voluntary, and a chosen person may stop and start again if he/she cannot complete the 

interview all at one time. A token of appreciation will be provided to each participant. 

  

Can I speak to the person who is most knowledgeable about the people and happenings in the household? 

1    Continue with current adult (current adult is the most knowledgeable adult) 

2    Child answers the door; no adult available at home now (call back) 

3    No adult in household (everyone in the HH is 17 or under) 

4    Respondent refuses to provide information and/ or get most knowledgeable adult 

5    Respondent gets most knowledgeable adult 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 

The main survey takes about 35 minutes depending on your answers and people who take part in it will be reimbursed for 

their time. 

  

IF RESPONDENT REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=1, go to 008/BI212.  

If response=2, go to 009/BI250. 

If response=3, go to 312/BI915. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=4, go to 010/BI466. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=5, go to 008/BI212. 

If unable to get adult after 4 visits enter 016/HhDisp. 

008 BI49212 Ask if 007/BI208=1 or 5. 

BI208=5: Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I am from [country survey firm] on behalf of an international team 

of researchers. We are conducting a study about the behaviour and opinions of smokers in [Country]. This important 

research is currently being conducted in Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Greece, and is part of the 

International Tobacco Policy Survey being conducted in several other countries in the EU, North and South America, Africa, 

and Asia. 
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Answers to this survey will help the government better understand the current use of tobacco in [country]. We would like 

to interview up to one male smoker and one female smoker in your household. Could I ask you a few questions as a start? 

All responses will be kept absolutely confidential.  

  

All: To prepare for the survey, we need to collect some basic information about your household and all the members 18 

years of age or older who currently smoke. Can I ask you for this information? It will take approximately 2-3 minutes for 

your household, depending on how many adult smokers there are.” 

1    Yes 

2    No (refusal) 

3    Appointment 

IF MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE INDIVIDUAL (MKI) ASKS ABOUT SURVEY CONTENT, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community.  

  

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT FUTURE SURVEYS, SAY: 

If someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=1, go to 011a/BI330. 

If response=2, go to 010/BI466. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=3, go to 009/BI250. 

009 BI49250 Ask if 007/BI208=2 OR 008/BI212=3. 

What would be a better time to come back, to ask these questions? 

1    Willing to make appointment 

2    Refuses to make appointment 

If need to talk to someone else who is currently unavailable, say: Could you please tell me their name so that I know 

whom to ask for? 

If response=1, record return info and terminate interview. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

010 BI49466 This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. Participants will receive a 

token of appreciation for their time. 

  

Could we go back to ask you some questions to see if there is someone eligible for this study? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 009/BI250. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. 

011a BI49330 Ask if 008/BI212=1. 

I have a few questions to see if any adult aged 18 and above is eligible to participate in our study. 

How many males aged 18 years or older currently smoke at least monthly and reside in the household? 

  

[Enter number of male smokers 18 years or over] 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT SURVEY CONTENT, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community. 

  

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT FUTURE SURVEYS, SAY: 

If someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=88 or 99, go to 033/BI470, then 015/BI950. 

011b BI49381 Ask if 011a/BI330>0 and <88. 

BI330=1: Could you please tell me his name?  

BI330>1: Could you please tell me the name of the male smoker who most recently had a birthday? 

1    MKI agrees to give name 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

IF MKI ASKS, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community. If 

someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 
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This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=8 or 9, go to 010/BI466. 

012a BI49331 Ask if 008/BI212=1. 

How many females aged 18 years or older currently smoke at least monthly and reside in the household? 

  

[Enter number of female smokers 18 years or older] 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT SURVEY CONTENT, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community. 

  

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT FUTURE SURVEYS, SAY: 

If someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=88 or 99, go to 033/BI470, then 015/BI950. 

012b BI49370 Ask if 012a/BI331>0 and <88. 

BI331=1: Could you please tell me her name? 

BI331>1: Could you please tell me the name of the female smoker who most recently had a birthday? 

1    MKI agrees to give name 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

IF MKI ASKS, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community. If 

someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 
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If response=8 or 9, go to 010/BI466. 

013 BI49371 Ask if 011b/BI381=1 or 012b/BI370=1. 

Thank you for your assistance. May I please speak to [selected adult(s)]? 

1    Gets a selected adult now 

2    Refuses to get any selected adult 

3    No selected adult available now 

4    Current respondent is one of the selected adults 

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT SURVEY CONTENT, SAY:  

The survey asks about views on smoking and awareness about a range of things that are happening in the community. 

  

IF MKI ASKS ABOUT FUTURE SURVEYS, SAY: 

If someone in your household agrees to participate, we would also like to recontact that person to complete another survey 

next year and again in the future. They can tell us at the time of each survey if they are willing to participate. 

  

IF MKI REFUSES SAY: 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It is important to obtain a good representative 

sample. We will be reimbursing respondents for their time and their opinions are important. Could we come back to ask them 

a few questions to see if anyone is eligible for the study? 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=3, go to 014/BI461. 

If response=4, go to 021/BI259. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

014 BI49461 Ask if 013/BI371=3. 

When can I come back to ask them a few questions, to see if they are eligible for the study? 

1    Gets eligible adult now 

2    Refuses to get adult or make appointment 

3    Make appointment 

4    Current respondent is one of the selected adults 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 016/HhDisp) 

If response=3, make appointment. 

If response=4, go to 021/BI259. 

015 BI49950 (011a/BI330=0 and 012a/BI331=0) OR (BI330=88 or 99) OR (BI331=88 or 99). 

Thank you for your assistance. I’m afraid that with the information that you have provided, no adults are eligible in your 

household. 

Go to 016/HhDisp. 

016 HhDisp Ask if (007/BI208=3 or 4) OR 008/BI212=2 OR 009/BI250=2 OR 013/BI371=2 OR 014/BI461=2 OR 

019/BI207=2 OR 020/BI241=2 OR (011a/BI330=0 and 012a/BI331=0) OR 024/BI365=2. 
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If 002/RTYPE=C, valid responses are: 01, 06, 09 and 12. 

Interviewer: Code results 

01 = Could not find 

02 = Vacant 

03 = Not a household  (e.g. business) 

04 = Threat to safety 

05 = No contact – weather condition 

06 = No answer – 4 attempts 

07 = Contact, but language barrier 

08 = Contact, but no one is capable of answering 

09 = Contact, but refusal to provide information 

10 = Contact, and no one is eligible 

11 = Contact, residents are eligible but household refuses 

12 = Contact, Enumerated 

Once 016/HhDisp is validated, terminate interview. 

  INDIVIDUAL SCREENER 
017 BI49201 Ask if (002/RTYPE=C) or ((002/RTYPE=P and returning to a household to start an interview after enumeration 

has already been completed (014/BI461=3 or 020/BI241=1)). 

Rtype=P: Hello, my name is [interviewer name] from [country survey firm] on behalf of an international team of 

researchers. We are conducting a study about the behaviour and opinions of smokers in [Country]. This important research 

is currently being conducted in Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Greece, and is part of the International 

Tobacco Policy Survey being conducted in several other countries in the EU, North and South America, Africa, and Asia. 

  

Rtype=C: Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I am from [country survey firm] on behalf of an international team 

of researchers. We are conducting a study about the behaviour and opinions of smokers in [Country].  This important 

research is currently being conducted in Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Greece, and is part of the 

International Tobacco Policy Survey being conducted in several other countries in the EU, North and South America, Africa, 

and Asia. 

  

Last year [participant name(s)] participated in this study and said that they would participate again in the future. 

  

All: Could I please speak to [selected respondent or selected respondent]? 

1    Is the selected respondent 

2    Gets selected respondent 

3    Selected respondent is not available now 

4    Selected respondent is away for entire fieldwork period 
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5    Selected respondent deceased 

6    Selected respondent moved away 

7    Refuses to get selected respondent 

8    Refusal by selected respondent 

If response=1, go to 021/BI259. 

If response=2, go to 019/BI207. 

If response=3, go to 020/BI241 to make appointment and end interview. 

If response=4 or 6, go to 310/BI901 (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C/ INDIVDISP_P; if another respondent in 

household to be surveyed, continue with next survey). 

If response=5, say “I’m very sorry.” Then go to 310/BI901. (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C; if another respondent in 

household to be surveyed, continue with next survey). 

018 BI49463 Ask if 017/BI201=7 or 8. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. Participants will receive a 

token of appreciation for their time. 

1    Gets selected respondent 

2    Refuses to get selected respondent or make appointment 

3    Make appointment 

4    Is selected respondent and agrees to do survey 

If necessary, say: "Could we come back to ask them a few questions to see if they are eligible for the study?" Then make 

appointment. 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C/ INDIVDISP_P) 

If response=3, go to 020/BI241 to make appointment and end interview. 

If response=4, go to 021/BI259. 

019 BI49207 Ask if [(002/RTYPE=P) and (013/BI371=1 or 017/BI201=2 or 014/BI461=1 or 018/BI463=1 or other 

respondent summoned at 310/BI901) and (selected adult was not the one we spoke to at 007/BI208)] or 

[(002/RTYPE=C) and (BI201=2 or BI463=1 or other respondent summoned at BI901)]. 

All: Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I am from [country survey firm] on behalf of an international team of 

researchers. We are conducting a study about the behaviour and opinions of smokers in [Country].  

  

Rtype=C: Last year you participated in this study and said that you would participate again in the future. 

  

All: This important research is currently being conducted in Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Greece, and 

is part of the International Tobacco Policy Survey being conducted in several other countries in the EU, North and South 

America, Africa, and Asia. 

  

Answers to this survey will help the government better understand the current use of tobacco in [country]. Could I ask you 

a few questions as a start? All responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 
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1    Continue 

2    Respondent refuses interview 

3    Not available right now; make appointment 

IF REFUSES SAY: 

 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. Participants will receive a 

token of appreciation for their time. 

If response=1, go to 021/BI259. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C/ INDIVDISP_P) 

If response=3, go to 020/BI241 to make appointment and end interview. 

020 BI49241 Ask if 018/BI463=3 or 019/BI207=3 or 017/BI201=3 or 032/BI439=3 or 031/BI235=3. 

When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1    Willing to make appointment 

2    Refuses to make appointment 

If response=1, record callback info and terminate. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C/ INDIVDISP_P) 

021 BI49259 Ask if 019/BI207=1 or 013/BI371=4 or 018/BI463=4 or 017/BI201=1. 

Could you please review the following information before we begin? 

Note: Please hand tablet to respondent for their own reading. 

022 BI49110 Selected Respondent Information Letter:      

  

Research Project: International Tobacco Control 6 European Country Project (ITC 6E Project)   

Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Waterloo: ORE # 21262, IRBs         

  

What is this research about?   

The International Tobacco Control (ITC) Project 6-European Country Study is a project under the European Regulatory 

Science on Tobacco: Policy implementation to reduce lung diseases (EUREST-PLUS). The objectives of EUREST-PLUS are to 

monitor and evaluate the impact of the tobacco control policies within the Tobacco Products Directive (TPD), the newly 

adopted legislation in the EU, and assess these within the context of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 

(FCTC) ratification at a European level. The primary objective of the project is to evaluate the psychosocial and behavioural 

impact of the TPD. The aims of this research are to find out: 

  

1) the impact of specific tobacco control policies within the TPD on residents of six European countries (Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Spain), 

2) the prevalence and patterns of tobacco use behaviour within these countries, 

3) the tobacco use behaviour and the impact of tobacco control policies between these countries and other countries within 

the ITC Project. 
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Who is conducting this research?   

The ITC 6E Project is led and coordinated by the ITC Project at the University of Waterloo (UW) in Canada in collaboration 

with European Network of Smoking and Tobacco Prevention (Belgium) and research partners from the 6 project countries. 

The overall international project is being led by Professor Geoffrey T. Fong from the University of Waterloo, Canada, in 

collaboration with Dr. Ute Mons, German Cancer Research Center; Prof. Yiannis Tountas, University of Athens; Prof. Witold 

Zatonski, Poland Health Promotion Foundation; Krzysztof Przewozniak, Poland Health Promotion Foundation; Prof. Antigona 

Trofor, Aer Pur Romania; Prof. Esteve Fernandez, Institut Català d’Oncologia; Dr. Tibor Demjén, Smoking or Health 

Hungarian Foundation; Prof. Aristidis Tsatsakis, University of Crete; and Dr. Nicolas Bécuwe, TNS Opinion Europe. 

  

What are we asking of you?   

This research involves completing the survey interview (approximately 35 minutes) today. We plan to return approximately 

every 18 months to do follow-up surveys because we are interested in how people’s opinions and behaviours might change 

over time. 

  

Survey Participation   

Involvement in this research is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time or may decline to answer any of the 

questions. If you agree to participate in this research, we will provide you with a token of appreciation for your time. You 

will be given a similar token of appreciation for each subsequent time that you agree to participate. 

  

Risk   

Participants will not face any risk or harm to their well-being either physically, psychologically, socially or culturally 

throughout completion of the survey. 

  

Possible Benefits   

This study will help the researchers to evaluate and understand the effects of national-level tobacco control policies in 

European Union Member States. Also policy makers throughout the world will be able to use this evidence to create and 

implement tobacco control policies for demonstrated effectiveness. 

  

Confidentiality and Security of Data   

All the information you provide is treated as strictly confidential. Data from this research will not be destroyed, but any 

identifying information about you such as name and address will be removed so that your answers cannot be linked back to 

you. 

  

The data will be held in secure electronic files at the survey firm TNS Opinion (Belgium) and at the University of Waterloo 

(Canada) on computers that have security certificates, are password protected, and can only be accessed by the research 

team. Eventually, after two years, the data without names or personal information may be shared with other health 

researchers. 
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Ethics Clearances 

This research has received ethics clearances from [ethics institution] and through a University of Waterloo Research Ethics 

Committee in Canada (ORE # 21262). 

  

If you have any questions for the Committee, please contact: 

  

[ethics institution] at [ethics contact] or University of Waterloo Chief Ethics Officer, Office of Research Ethics at Tel: + 1 

519 888 4567 ext. 36005 or ore-ceo@uwaterloo.ca 

  

Research Investigators 

This research is a collaboration between the University of Waterloo, the European Network of Smoking and Tobacco 

Prevention (Belgium) and research partners from the 6 project countries. The Principal investigators are Dr. Constantine 

Vardavas, Principal Investigator, EUREST-PLUS, European Network on Smoking and Tobacco Prevention, Belgium. Tel: 

*************, [CountryPI], and Dr. Geoffrey T. Fong, Principal Investigator, ITC Project, Department of Psychology, 

University of Waterloo, Canada. Tel: +1 519 888 4567 ext. 35811.      

  

If you have any questions about this research, please contact your respective local state investigator. 

  

[CountryPI] 

023 BIRTH Ask all. 

What is your date of birth? 

  

___ ___ / ___ ___ / ___ ___ ___ ___ 

 D   D       M   M       Y    Y     Y    Y 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  'I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview.' 

  

IF RESPONDENT SAYS THEY PROVIDED THIS INFORMATION AT WAVE 1, THEN SAY:  We ask you to confirm your 

date of birth to ensure we are surveying the correct person. 

If 002/RTYPE=P: 

   If respondent 18 or older, go to 025/AGE. 

   If respondent too young, go to 024/BI365. 

   If response=8 or 9, go to 033/BI470, then 024/BI365. 

If 002/RTYPE=C, go to 030/BI260. 
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024 BI49365 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and (respondent under 18 or 023/BIRTH=8 or 9). 

Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people are aged 18 years or older for this important 

study. 

  

[Record INDIVDISP_P] 

  

More than one eligible in household: Can we speak to [next selected adult]. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. 

If response=2, go to 016/HhDisp. 

025 AGE Ask if 002/RTYPE=P. 

Derived variable — age at recruitment (continuous). 

026 BI49350 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and (respondent is 18 or older). 

First we need to see if you are eligible to participate in the survey. 

Do you smoke factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes at least monthly? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  'I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview.' 

If response=1, go to 028/BI345. 

If response=2, go to 027/BI945. 

027 BI49945 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and 026/BI350=2. 

Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people smoke at least monthly for this important study. 

  

[Record INDIVDISP_P] 

  

More than one eligible in household: Can we speak to [next selected adult]. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. 

If response=2, go to 016/HhDisp. 

028 BI49345 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and 026/BI350=1. 

Have you smoked 100 or more factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes over your lifetime? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

100 cigarettes=5 packs of 20 cigarettes OR 4 packs of 25 cigarettes. 

 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY: 'I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview.' 

If response=1, go to 030/BI260. 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 029/BI941. (enter INDIVDISP_P) 

029 BI49941 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and 028/BI345=2, 8 or 9. 

Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people have smoked 100 cigarettes or more for this 

important study. 

  

[Record INDIVDISP_P] 

  

More than one eligible in household: Can we speak to [next selected adult]. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=1, go to 019/BI207. 

If response=2, go to 016/HhDisp. 

030 BI49260 Ask all. 

Thank you. This is a comprehensive survey of smokers in this and other European Union member countries that has to do 

with beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, and behavior about tobacco use. It is being carried out by researchers from the EU and 

an international group.  

  

This project is funded by an ongoing grant from the EU Horizon 2020. A major goal of the survey is to examine how 

smokers in this country differ or are the same in their views towards smoking. 

  

We will talk to you for about 35 minutes, depending on your answers, and we think you will find the questions quite 

interesting. In addition, we will provide a token of appreciation for your involvement in this survey. 

  

All personal information you provide is treated as strictly confidential, subject to legal requirements and limitations. It will 

be held in secure storage and password protected at Kantar Public, Belgium and the University of Waterloo, Canada and 

only be accessed by this research team. Any identifying information about you will be removed before the data are securely 

stored, so that your answers cannot be linked back to you. After two years, the survey data, but not your name or other 

identifying information, will be shared with authorized researchers in other countries, as it will be used to make 

comparisons of smoking behaviour and attitudes across countries. 

031 BI49235 Ask all. 
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Would you be willing to answer the 35-minute survey today and possibly again in 12-18 months for another token of our 

appreciation? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

3    Time is not convenient 

Check Help Screens to find answers to questions about future surveys and contacts. 

If 002/RTYPE=P and response=1, go to 045/FR225. 

If 002/RTYPE=C and response=1, go to 036/QA211. 

If response=2, go to 032/BI439. 

If response=3, go to 020/BI241 to make appointment and end interview. 

032 BI49439 Ask if 031/BI235=2. 

We understand how you feel. We really appreciate your participation. The difference between this and most other surveys 

is that this is an EU and international research project and we are talking to the same people a number of times to better 

understand what affects their opinions and smoking behaviour. This is why your participation is so important to us. 

  

Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? (If hesitates, say) Or would another time be better? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

3    Another time would be better 

If 002/RTYPE=P and response=1, go to 045/FR225. 

If 002/RTYPE=C and response=1, go to 036/QA211. 

If response=2, go to 310/BI901. (enter 034/INDIVDISP_C/ INDIVDISP_P) 

If response=3, go to 020/BI241 to make appointment and end interview. 

033 BI49470 If a respondent skips or refuses any essential question, say: 

I'm sorry, but this is an essential question that will help us to skip any unnecessary questions later in the survey -- if at all 

possible, we'd ask you to try to answer the question. 

034 INDIVDISP

_C 

1 = Missed (after 4 attempts) 

2 = Language Barrier 

3 = Health/ Mentally Incapable 

4 = Refusal (self or proxy) 

5 = Incomplete (start, break-off) 

6 = Completed 

  CIGARETTES -- CURRENT FREQUENCY 
036 QA49211 Ask if 002/RTYPE=C. 

When we last spoke to you, in [LSrange], you told us that you smoked cigarettes. Do you still smoke cigarettes or have 

you quit? 
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1    Still smoke cigarettes 

2    Quit 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 038a/QA704. 

If response=9, go to 033/BI470 then 310/BI901. 

037 QA49331r Ask if 036/QA211=1. 

Have you made any attempts to stop smoking since we last spoke to you in [LSrange]? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

9    Don't know 

Go to 045/FR225. 

038a QA49704 Ask if 036/QA211=2. 

When was the last time you had a cigarette or a puff of a cigarette? 

1    Days ago 

2    Weeks ago 

3    Months ago 

9    Don't know 

(choose your timeframe) 

If response=1, go to 038b/QA705a. 

If response=2, go to 038c/QA705b. 

If response=3, go to 038d/QA705c. 

If response=9, go to 039/QA706. 

038b QA49705a Ask if 038a/QA704=1. 

When was the last time you had a cigarette or a puff of a cigarette? 

(number of days ago) 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

038c QA49705b Ask if 038a/QA704=2. 

(number of weeks ago) 

038d QA49705c Ask if 038a/QA704=3. 

(number of months ago) 

039 QA49706 Ask if 036/QA211=2. 

Was this last cigarette or puff the last one before you stopped smoking, was it a slip-up, or are you still allowing yourself 

the occasional cigarette? 

1    Last cigarette 

2    Slip up 
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3    Allowing an occasional cigarette 

9    Don't know 

If response=3, go to 040/QA711. 

Otherwise, go to 044a/QA441a. 

040 QA49711 Ask if 039/QA706=3. 

How often have you allowed yourself a cigarette? 

1    Daily 

2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4    Less than monthly 

If response=1, go to 041/QA712. 

If response=2-4, go to 043b/QA441. 

041 QA49712 Ask if 040/QA711=1. 

So, just to check, you said you smoke daily but earlier you said you have quit smoking.  Is that what you intended to say, 

that you’re a quitter who allows a daily cigarette? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=1, go to 042/QA713. 

If response=2, go to 043a/QA714. 

042 QA49713 Ask if 041/QA712=1. 

All right, we will survey you as a quitter. 

Go to 043b/QA441. 

043a QA49714 Ask if 041/QA712=2. 

Okay, then I need to ask you the questions again. 

Go to 036/QA211. 

043b QA49441 Ask if (039/QA706=1, 2 or 9) or (040/QA711=2-4) or (041/QA712=1). 

READ OUT - ONE ANSWER ONLY - CHOOSE YOUR TIMEFRAME 

When did your current quit attempt start?   How many days, weeks or months ago? 

1    Days ago 

2    Weeks ago 

3    Months ago 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

044a QA49441a Ask if 043b/QA441=1. 

When did your current quit attempt start?   How many days, weeks or months ago? 

(days) 

Please fill in empty fields with 0. 
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044b QA49441b Ask if 043b/QA441=2. 

(weeks) 

044c QA49441c Ask if 043b/QA441=3. 

(months) 

044d QA49442v (Derived variable: Number of days since start of current quit attempt.) 

Go to 049/FR309v. 

045 FR49225 If (002/RTYPE=P) or (002/RTYPE=C and 036/QA211=1). 

Read out response options. 

On average, how often do you CURRENTLY smoke factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes? 

1    Daily 

2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4    Less than monthly 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent refuses or doesn't know, say: "This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do 

your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue." 

If response=1, go to 046/FR216. 

If response=2, go to 047/FR226. 

If response=3, go to 048/FR236. 

If 002/RTYPE=C and response=4, go to 049/FR309v. 

If 002/RTYPE=P and response=4, go to 311/BI912. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 313/BI904. 

046 FR49216 Ask if 045/FR225=1. 

On average, how many factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes do you smoke each day? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Possible answers 1+. 

Go to 049/FR309v. 

047 FR49226 Ask if 045/FR225=2. 

On average, how many factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes do you smoke each week? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Possible answers 1+. 

Go to 049/FR309v. 
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048 FR49236 Ask if 045/FR225=3. 

On average, how many manufactured or roll-your-own cigarettes do you smoke each month? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

Possible answers 1+. 

049 FR49309v Derived variable -- smoking status 

1    Daily smoker (FR225=1) 

2    Weekly smoker (FR225=2) 

3    Monthly smoker (FR225=3) 

4    Less than monthly smoker (FR225=4) 

5    Quit in last month (QA442v<=30) 

6    Quit in last 1-6 months (QA442v>30 and <180) 

7    Quit more than 6 months ago (QA442v=>180) 

050 FR49305 Derived variable – Smoker vs Quitter 

1    Smoker (FR309v=1-4) 

2    Quitter (FR309v=5-7) 

  CIGARETTES -- SMOKING BEHAVIOUR 
051a FR49326 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Now we would like to ask you about the cigarettes that you smoke… 

Do you smoke factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes, or both? 

1    Factory-made cigarettes only 

2    Roll-your-own cigarettes only 

3    Both 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

051b FR49331 Ask if 051a/FR326=3. 

For every ten cigarettes you smoke, about how many are roll-your-own? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter 0 if less than 1. The answer cannot be more than 10. 

052 SB49012 Ask if 049/FR309v=1. 

Read out response options. 

How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1    5 min or less 
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2    6-30 min 

3    31-60 min 

4    More than 60 min 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Go to 054/SB031. 

053 SB49027 Ask if 049/FR309v=2 or 3. 

Read out response options. 

On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1    5 min or less 

2    6-30 min 

3    31-60 min 

4    More than 60 min 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

054 SB49031 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes? 

1    Not at all 

2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 

3    Yes -- very addicted 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

055a SB49205 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

The following questions ask you about how often you've had certain thoughts in the last 30 days.  In the last 30 days, how 

often did you . . . 

FR305=1:  Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 

FR305=2:  Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to you if you were still smoking? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

055b SB49207 FR305=1: Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 

FR305=2: Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to other people if you were still smoking? 
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055c SB49211 FR305=1: Think about the money you spend on smoking? 

FR305=2: Think about the money you used to spend on smoking? 

056 SB49221 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-5. 

In the last 30 days, have you stubbed out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought about the harm of 

smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 057/SB226. 

Otherwise, go to 058/FR117. 

057 SB49226 Ask if 056/SB221=1. 

Was that once, a few times, or lots of times? 

1    Once 

2    A few times 

3    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- QUITTING ATTEMPTS 

058 FR49117 Ask all. 

Now some questions about your smoking… 

How old were you when you first smoked a cigarette? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If you are not sure, please provide your best estimate. 

059 QA49101 Ask if 050/FR305=1 and (037/QA331r=2 or 9 or unasked). 

Have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 060/QA331. 

Otherwise, go to 077/CH801. 

060 QA49331 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P and 059/QA101=1. 

Have you made an attempt to quit smoking in the last 18 months, since about [18M anchor]? 
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1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 062/QA559. 

Otherwise, go to 077/CH801. 

061 QA49329v Derived variable –- made QA, successful or not, since 006b/LSD/in the last 18 M (including current smokers and 

quitters). 

If QA331r=1 or QA331=1 or FR305=2, then QA329v=1. 

Otherwise QA329v=2. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

062 QA49559 Ask if 061/QA329v=1. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=2:  How many quit attempts have you made since we last spoke to you in [LSrange], including your current 

successful quit attempt?  

Rtype=P and FR305=1:  How many quit attempts have you made in the last 18 months? 

Rtype=C and FR305=1:  How many quit attempts have you made since we last spoke to you in [LSrange]. 

1    1 attempt 

2    2 attempts 

3    3 or more attempts 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent doesn't know exactly, ask for an estimate. 

063 QA49450 Ask if 060/QA331=1 or 037/QA331r=1. 

Read out response options. 

How long ago did your most recent quit attempt START? 

1    Less than 1 week ago 

2    1 week to less than 1 month ago 

3    1-3 months ago 

4    4-6 months ago 

5    7-12 months ago 

6    13-18 months ago 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

064 QA49235 Ask if 060/QA331=1 or 037/QA331r=1. 

Read out response options. 

How long did you stay smoke-free on your most recent quit attempt? 
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01    Less than 1 day 

02    1-6 days 

03    1-2 weeks 

04    3-4 weeks 

05    1-3 months 

06    4-6 months 

07    7-12 months 

08    13-18 months 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

065 QA49671 Ask if 061/QA329v=1. 

QA559>1: On your most recent quit attempt, did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down on the 

number of cigarettes you smoked? 

QA559=1: Did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down on the number of cigarettes you smoked? 

1    Stopped suddenly 

2    Cut down gradually 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- CESSATION HELP 

066a SM49920 Ask if 061/QA329v=1. 

Which of the following products and services did you use as part of your [last (FR305=1)/ current (FR305=2)] quit attempt? 

Any type of nicotine replacement product, such as patches, gum, mouth spray, etc. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Nicotine replacement products come in various forms, like patch, gum, lozenges, and spray; some nicotine replacement 

products are in tablet form, but they are placed under the tongue rather than swallowed. 

066b SM49942 Varenicline or Chantix or Champix. 

066c SM49940 Bupropion or Zyban or Wellbutrin. 

066d SM49938 Cytisine, Desmoxan, or Tabex 

066e CH49969 Local stop smoking service such as clinics, specialists, individual or group counselling, stop-smoking courses, or behaviour 

therapy. 

066f CH49966 Face-to-face advice from a doctor or other health care professional such as a nurse, dentist, pharmacist, etc. 

066g CH49961 Telephone or quitline service 

066h CH49972 Apps or automated services on a mobile phone or tablet. 
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066i CH49965 The internet – i.e. a website about quitting smoking but not including mobile phone or tablet apps. 

066j CH49973 Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 

066k EQ49101 An e-cigarette or vaping device 

066l HN49932 A heat-not-burn product, such as iQOS. 

066

m 

CH49977 Other 

066n CH49977o Ask if 066m/CH977=1. 

Specify other. 

067a SM49921 Ask if 066a/SM920=1. 

Which nicotine replacement product or products did you use for your [(FR305=1) last/ (FR305=2) current] quit attempt? 

Nicotine gum 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

067b SM49922 Nicotine patch 

067c SM49923 Nicotine lozenges 

067d SM49927 Nicotine mouth spray 

067e SM49924 Nicotine sublingual tablets 

067f SM49926 Nicotine nasal spray 

067g SM49925 Nicotine inhaler 

067h SM49928 Nicotine oral strips 

068 CH49983 Ask if none of (066a/SM920-CH977)=1 and 061/QA329v=1. 

So to summarize, you made your quit attempt without any assistance? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

069 SM49801 Ask if 066d/SM938>1. 

Cytisine is a prescription medication used for smoking cessation. It is more common in some parts of Europe than in others.  

It is also known as Desmoxan and Tabex. 

Have you ever heard of Cytisine, Desmoxan or Tabex? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

070 SM49804 Ask if 069/SM801=1. 
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Have you ever used Cytisine (also known as Desmoxan or Tabex) as part of an attempt to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

071a SM49841 Ask if 066d/SM938=1 or 070/SM804=1. 

Which of the following were your reasons for using Cytisine? 

A doctor or health professional recommended Cytisine. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

071b SM49842 A pharmacist recommended Cytisine. 

071c SM49843 A family member or friend recommended Cytisine. 

071d SM49844 I saw ads or promotions for Cytisine. 

071e SM49845 I thought Cytisine would be effective in helping me quit. 

071f SM49846 I thought Cytisine would have few or no side effects. 

071g SM49847 Cytisine is affordable. 

071h SM49849 Other (specify). 

071i SM49849o Ask if 071h/SM849=1. 

What other reason? 

072 SM49888 Ask if 066d/SM938=1 or 069/SM801=1. 

Read out response options. 

How effective do you think Cytisine is in helping people stop smoking? 

1    Very effective 

2    Somewhat effective 

3    A little effective 

4    Not at all effective 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

073 SM49889 Ask if 066d/SM938=1 or 069/SM801=1. 

Read out response options. 

How safe do you think Cytisine is? 

1    Very safe 

2    Somewhat safe 

3    A little safe 

4    Not at all safe 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

074a SM49822 Ask if 066d/SM938=1 or 070/SM804=1. 

When you were using Cytisine, for how long did you take the drug? 

1    Less than 1 day 

2    1-6 days 

3    1-4 weeks 

5    1-3 months 

6    4-6 months 

7    7-12 months 

8    1-2 years 

9    More than 2 years 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

074b SM49828 Are you still using Cytisine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

075a SM49861 Ask if 074b/SM828=2. 

Which of the following were reasons you stopped using Cytisine? 

My quit attempt was successful. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

075b SM49862 I gave up on quitting and returned to smoking. 

075c SM49863 It didn’t help me quit. 

075d SM49864 I experienced unpleasant side effects. 

075e SM49865 I kept forgetting to take it. 

075f SM49866 I switched to another treatment – e.g. another prescription medication or NRT. 

075g SM49867 It was too expensive. 

075h SM49868 It wasn’t covered by insurance. 

075i SM49869 Other (specify). 

075j SM49869o Ask if 075i/SM869=1. 

What other reason? 

076 SM49837 Ask if 075d/SM864=1. 

Please list any side effects you felt while using Cytisine. 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

077 CH49801 Ask all. 

Rtype=C:  Since we last spoke to you in [LSrange],  have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

Rtype=P:  In the last 18 months, since [18M Anchor], have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 078a/CH811.  

Otherwise, go to 079/BR310. 

078a CH49811 Ask if 077/CH801=1. 

If Rtype=C:  During any visit with a doctor or health professional since we last spoke to you in [LSrange],  did you receive… 

If Rtype=P:  During any visit with a doctor or health professional in the last 18 months, did you receive… 

Advice to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

078b CH49813 Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 

078c CH49815 A prescription for stop-smoking medication? 

Note: By medication, we mean pills, nicotine patches and nicotine gum. 

078d CH49817 Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 

  CIGARETTES -- BRAND, SOURCE & PURCHASE 
079 BR49310 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Do you have a usual brand and variety of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1 and (051a/FR326=1 or 3), go to 080a/BR212.   

If response=1 and (051a/FR326=2), go to 081a/BR214. 

Otherwise, go to 083a/FR355. 

080a BR49212 

(Prev. 

BR49201) 

Ask if 079/BR310=1 and (051a/FR326=1 or FR326=3). 

What is your usual brand of factory-made cigarettes? 
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[###  List of coded brand responses] 

 

887    Other brand (not listed) 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

If response=887, 888 or 999, go to 081a/BR214. 

080b BR49211 Ask if 080a/BR212<887. 

What is your usual brand variety of those factory-made cigarettes? 

  

[###  List of coded brand variety responses] 

If response=887, respondent will not be asked to specify the brand. 

081a BR49214 

(Prev. 

BR49203) 

Ask if 079/BR310=1 and (051a/FR326=2 or FR326=3). 

What is your usual brand of roll-your-own cigarettes? 

  

[###  List of coded brand responses] 

 

887    Other brand (not listed) 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

If response=887, 888 or 999, go to 082/BR327. 

081b BR49213 Ask if 081a/BR214<887. 

What is your usual brand variety of those roll-your-own cigarettes? 

  

[###  List of coded brand variety responses] 

If response=887, respondent will not be asked to specify the brand. 

082 BR49327 Ask if 079/BR310=1. 

Read out response options. 

How would you describe the flavour of your usual brand of cigarettes? 

1    Tobacco and menthol 

2    Just tobacco 

3    Tobacco and some other flavour 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

083a FR49355 Ask if 051a/FR326=2 or 3. 

Which of the following are important reasons for your smoking roll-your-own cigarettes? 

They are less expensive. 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

083b FR49359 They taste better. 

083c FR49351 They are not as bad for your health. 

083d FR49353 They reduce the amount you smoke. 

083e FR49358 You can mix it with other non-tobacco products such as cannabis. 

084a SO49251 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

Where did you last buy cigarettes or tobacco for yourself? 

01    Large grocery store/ supermarket 

02    Small grocery store/ convenience store 

03    Bar, restaurant, or entertainment establishment 

04    Duty-free shop (airport or boat terminal) 

05    From someone else selling cigarettes independently and/or illegally, perhaps at local markets, delivery service, 

door-to-door, or just in the street) 

06    The Internet 

07    Newsstand 

08    Tobacconist 

09    Vending machine 

10    Kiosk 

11    Gas station 

12    Other 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

084b SO49251o Ask if 084a/SO251=12. 

Where was that? 

085 SO49415 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 

Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes from outside your country but inside the EU? 

1    Never 

2    Only once 

3    A few times 

4    Many times 

5    All of the time 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

086 SO49419 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 
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Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes outside the EU? 

1    Never 

2    Only once 

3    A few times 

4    Many times 

5    All of the time 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

087a PU49853 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 

In the last six months, have you bought factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes in [country] that ... 

Did not have health warnings? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

087b PU49854 Had health warnings in a language other than [local language]? 

087c PU49855 Might have been smuggled? 

087d PU49856 Might be fake, that is, copies of real brands? 

088 BR49503 Ask if 079/BR310=1. 

About how long have you been smoking your usual brand? 

1    Less than 6 months 

2    6-12 months 

3    13-18 months 

4    19 months to 2 years 

5    More than 2 years 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

089a BR49616 Ask if 079/BR310=1. 

In choosing your usual brand, was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following . . . 

It may not be as bad for your health? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

089b BR49626 The price? 

089c BR49636 How they taste? 
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089d BR49622 The look and feel of the pack? 

089e BR49611 The tar and nicotine levels for the brand? 

090a BR49387 Ask if 079/BR310=1. 

In the last 18 months or so, have you noticed any of the following changes in your usual brand of cigarettes? 

The color of the pack? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

090b BR49388 The shape or size of the pack? 

090c BR49389 The wording on the pack? 

091 FR49327 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, did you buy . . . 

1    A carton of factory-made cigarettes 

2    A pack of factory-made cigarettes 

3    Rolling tobacco 

4    Both packages of factory-made cigarettes and rolling tobacco 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

092 PU49231 Ask if 091/FR327=1. 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, how much did you pay per carton? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

Enter price in [currency]. 

093 PU49222 Ask if 091/FR327=1. 

How many packs were in one carton? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter number of packs. 

094a PU49331 Ask if 091/FR327=2 or 4. 

The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, how much did you pay per pack? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 
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Enter price in [currency]. 

094b PU49322o Ask if 091/FR327=1, 2 or 4. 

How many cigarettes were in each pack? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

095a PU49531 Ask if 091/FR327=3 or 4. 

The last time you bought rolling tobacco for yourself, how much did you pay per pouch, container, can, or bag? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

Enter price in [currency]. 

095b PU49547 What size of pouch or container did you buy? How many grams? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Interviewer Note:  Round to the nearest whole gram -- e.g. if 2.4 gram, round down to 2 gram; if 2.5 gram, round up to 3 

gram. 

096 PU49621 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 

In the last 6 months have you spent money on factory-made or roll-your-own cigarettes that you knew would be better 

spent on household essentials like food? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- BELIEFS ABOUT QUITTING 
097 BQ49111 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions on any thoughts you might have had about quitting smoking. You don’t need 

to be intending to quit to respond. Try to imagine how you would feel if you were planning to quit smoking. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1    Not at all sure 

2    Slightly sure 

3    Moderately sure 

4    Very sure 
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5    Extremely sure 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

098 BQ49121 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=1: How difficult would it be for you to quit smoking if you wanted to? 

FR305=2: How difficult is it for you to stay quit? 

1    Not at all difficult 

2    Slightly difficult 

3    Moderately difficult 

4    Very difficult 

5    Extremely difficult 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

099 BQ49141 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1    Within the next month 

2    Within the next 6 months 

3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4    Or are you not planning to quit? 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

100 BQ49153 Ask if 099/BQ141=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How much do you want to quit smoking? 

1    A little 

2    Somewhat 

3    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

101a BQ49201 Ask all. 

FR309v=1-4 and BQ141=4: Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, 

have each of the following things led you to think about quitting, not at all, somewhat, or very much: 

FR309v=1-4 and BQ141<>4: In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting, not 

at all, somewhat, or very much: 

FR309v=5-7: To what extent, if at all, were each of the following things reasons for your quitting -- not at all, somewhat, or 

very much? 
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Concern for your personal health? 

1    Not at all 

2    Somewhat 

3    Very much 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

101b BQ49207 That society disapproves of smoking? 

101c BQ49209 The price of cigarettes? 

101d BQ49211 Smoking restrictions at work? 

101e BQ49213 Smoking restrictions in public places like restaurants, cafes and pubs? 

101f BQ49223 Availability of telephone helpline/ quitline/ information line? 

101g BQ49217 Advice from a doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit? 

101h BQ49221 Free, or lower cost, stop-smoking medication? 

Interviewer note: If necessary, explain that by "medication" we mean, for example, nicotine patches, nicotine gum or 

nicotine sublingual tablets. 

101i BQ49227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 

101j BQ49214 FR305=1: That close friends and family disapprove of your smoking? 

FR305=2: That close friends and family disapproved of your smoking. 

101k BQ49232 A prevention message or campaign. 

101l BQ49235 Being told you had a smoking related illness? 

101

m 

BQ49230 Planning to have or expecting a child? 

102 BQ49301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=1: How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking permanently 

in the next 6 months? 

FR305=2: How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to stay quit permanently? 

1    Not at all 

2    Slightly 

3    Moderately 

4    Very much 

5    Extremely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS 
103a KN49211 Ask all. 
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The following are a few health effects and diseases.  Based on what you know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 

Heart disease in smokers? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

103b KN49231 Impotence in male smokers? 

103c KN49241 Lung cancer in smokers? 

103d KN49246 Blindness in smokers? 

103e KN49259 Mouth cancer in smokers? 

103f KN49257 Throat cancer in smokers? 

103g KN49221 Stroke in smokers? 

103h KN49251 Lung cancer in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 

103i KN49223 Heart attack in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 

103j KN49234 COPD or emphysema in smokers? 

103k KN49244 Bronchitis in smokers? 

103l KN49248 Tuberculosis in smokers? 

103

m 

KN49255 Asthma in children from secondhand smoke? 

104a KN49803 Ask all. 

Now thinking about different types of factory-made and roll-your-own cigarettes... 

Are additive-free cigarettes less harmful than regular cigarettes? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

104b KN49802 Are cigarettes made with "natural" or "organic" tobacco less harmful than regular cigarettes? 

  CIGARETTES -- WARNING LABELS 
105 WL49201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often have you noticed the warning labels on cigarette packages or on roll-your-own packs? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 107/WL454. 

106 WL49211 Ask if 105/WL201=2-5. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often have you read or looked closely at the warning labels on cigarette packages? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

107 WL49454 Ask all. 

Do any of the health warnings have a helpline number? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

108 WL49655 Ask all. 

Do any of the warnings mention a website that provides quitting assistance? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

109 WL49411 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

110 WL49421 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=1: To what extent do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

FR305=2: To what extent do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to stay quit? 
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1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

111 WL49221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one? 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Many times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

112 WL49425 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How do the warning labels make you feel? Do they make you feel . . . 

1    Very alarmed 

2    Somewhat alarmed 

3    Neither alarmed nor calm 

4    Somewhat calm 

5    Very calm 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

113 WL49427 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How do the warning labels make you feel?  Do they make you . . . 

1    Extremely worried 

2    Very worried 

3    Somewhat worried 

4    A little worried 

5    Not worried at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

114 WL49428 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How believable do you think the health warnings are? 
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1    Not at all believable 

2    A little believable 

3    Somewhat believable 

4    Very believable 

5    Extremely believable 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

115 WL49507 Ask all. 

Do you think that cigarette packages should have more health information than they do now, less information, or about the 

same amount as they do now? 

1    Less health information 

2    About the same 

3    More health information 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

116 WL49313 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-5. 

In the last 30 days, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the warning labels -- such as covering 

them up, keeping them out of sight, using a cigarette case, avoiding certain warnings, or any other means? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- PLAIN PACKAGING 
117 BR49380 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Now thinking about the quality of your cigarettes.  Would you describe them as: very high quality, high quality, medium 

quality, or low quality? 

1    Very high quality 

2    High quality 

3    Medium quality 

4    Low quality 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

118 BR49384 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How much do brands differ in how prestigious they are? 

1    Not at all different 
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2    A little different 

3    Somewhat different 

4    Very different 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

119a IN49631 Ask all. 

Over the LAST 12 MONTHS have you noticed any of the following changes to cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco? 

A change in the type of health warnings on the pack? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

119b IN49625 The removal of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide information from the pack? 

119c IN49626 That the minimum size of tobacco product packages is now 20 cigarettes/ 30g of RYO tobacco? 

119d IN49627 The removal of characterising flavours as well as additives (vitamins or caffeine)? 

119e IN49628 That packages no longer resemble food or cosmetic products (lipstick packs)? 

119f IN49630 That all packs now have a standard, flip top or side-hinge opening? 

120 IN49601 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do you like the look of your cigarette pack? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    Quite a lot 

5    Very much 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

121 IN49609 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent does seeing your cigarette pack lead you to think about the pleasure you will get from smoking your next 

cigarette? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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122 IN49619 Ask all. 

When you look at a cigarette pack, what do you usually notice first -- the warning labels, or other aspects of the pack such 

as branding? 

1    Warning labels 

2    Other aspects of the pack such as branding 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- LIGHT/MILD 
123 LM49109 Ask all. 

FR305=1 and BR310=1:  Based on your experience of smoking, do you think that your usual brand might be a little less 

harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

FR305=1 and BR310<>1:  Based on your experience of smoking, do you think that the brand you are currently smoking 

might be a little less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

FR305=2:  Do you think that the brand you used to smoke is a little less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, 

compared to other cigarette or tobacco brands? 

1    A little less harmful 

2    No different 

3    A little more harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

124 LM49113 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

BR310=1: Thinking about the cigarettes you usually smoke compared to other cigarettes, are your cigarettes harsher or 

smoother on your throat? 

BR310<>1: Thinking about the cigarettes you are currently smoking compared to other cigarettes, are your cigarettes 

harsher or smoother on your throat? 

1    Harsher 

2    About the same 

3    Smoother 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

125a LM49365 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do any of the following give YOU useful information on how cigarettes will taste: 

The colours of the pack itself? 

1    Not at all 
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2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

125b LM49367 The tar and nicotine levels of the brand? 

125c LM49368 The brand name? 

125d LM49369 Descriptive words on the pack like Smooth, Slim, or Silver? 

125e LM49366 Flavour descriptions like menthol, candy, or fruit flavours? 

126a LM49111 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-6. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do the colours of the pack itself indicate how harmful the cigarettes are compared to others? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

126b LM49106 To what extent do words on the pack like "Smooth", "Slim", or "Silver" indicate how harmful the cigarettes are compared 

to others? 

  CIGARETTES -- ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
127 ET49221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following statements best describes smoking inside your home?  I mean inside your house or dwelling and 

NOT on the balcony, terrace, or other outdoor areas. 

1    Smoking is allowed anywhere inside your home 

2    Smoking is allowed in some rooms inside your home 

3    Smoking is never allowed anywhere inside your home 

4    Smoking is not allowed inside your home except under special circumstances 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

128 ET49115 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=1:  How much do you try to minimize the amount that non-smokers are exposed to your cigarette smoke? 

FR305=2:  How much did you try to minimize the amount that non-smokers were exposed to your cigarette smoke? 

1    A lot 
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2    Somewhat 

3    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

129 ET49328 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What are the rules about smoking in your car or cars when there are children in the car? 

1    Smoking is never allowed in any car 

2    Smoking is allowed sometimes or in some cars 

3    Smoking is allowed in all cars 

4    Do not have a car 

5    You never have children in your car 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

130 ET49421 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in drinking establishments such as a pub or bar where you 

live? 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3    No rules or restrictions 

4    Every pub or bar has its own rules 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note: If necessary explain that "Drinking establishments where you live" means your local drinking 

establishments, or drinking establishments in your community. 

131 ET49432 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 12 months, how often have you visited a drinking establishment such as a pub or bar where you live? 

1    More than once a week 

2    About once a week 

3    About once or twice a month 

4    Less than once a month 

5    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 132/ET434.  

Otherwise, go to 136/ET521. 
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132 ET49434 Ask if 131/ET432=1-4. 

The last time you visited, were people smoking inside the pub or bar? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

133 ET49435 Ask if 131/ET432=1-4. 

Did you smoke at all at the pub or bar, including both inside or outside, during your last visit? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 134/ET437. 

Otherwise, go to 136/ET521. 

134 ET49437 Ask if 133/ET435=1. 

Did you smoke inside, outside, or both? 

1    Inside 

2    Outside 

3    Both inside and outside 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2 or 3, go to 135/ET440.  

Otherwise, go to 136/ET521. 

135 ET49440 Ask if 134/ET437=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 

1    Outdoor area on the premises 

2    Had to leave the premises altogether 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

136 ET49521 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in restaurants where you live? 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3    Smoking is allowed in all indoor areas 

4    Every restaurant has its own rules 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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This question refers to indoor areas of restaurants only.  

 

"Where you live" means your local restaurants, or restaurants in your community. 

137 ET49532 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 12 months, how often have you visited a restaurant where you live? 

1    More than once a week 

2    About once a week 

3    About once or twice a month 

4    Less than once a month 

5    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 138/ET534. 

Otherwise, go to 142/ET251. 

138 ET49534 Ask if 137/ET532=1-4. 

The last time you did so, were people smoking inside the restaurant? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

139 ET49535 Ask if 137/ET532=1-4. 

Did you smoke at all at the restaurant, including both inside or outside, during your last visit? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 140/ET537. 

Otherwise, go to 142/ET251. 

140 ET49537 Ask if 139/ET535=1. 

Did you smoke inside the restaurant, outside, or both? 

1    Inside only 

2    Outside only 

3    Both inside and outside 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2 or 3, go to 141/ET539.  

Otherwise, go to 142/ET251. 
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141 ET49539 Ask if 140/ET537=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 

1    Outdoor area on the premises 

2    Had to leave the premises altogether 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

142 ET49251 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in nightclubs or discos where you live? 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3    Smoking is allowed in all indoor areas 

4    Every establishment has its own rules 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note: If necessary, point out that this question refers to indoor areas of nightclubs only.  Other questions deal 

with the outdoor areas of nightclubs.  “Where you live” means your local nightclubs, or nightclubs in your community. 

143 ET49248 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 12 months, how often have you visited a nightclub or disco where you live? 

1    More than once a week 

2    About once a week 

3    About once or twice a month 

4    Less than once a month 

5    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 144/ET256. 

Otherwise, go to 148/ET601b. 

144 ET49256 Ask if 143/ET248=1-4. 

The last time you did so, were people smoking inside the nightclub or disco? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

145 ET49249 Ask if 143/ET248=1-4. 

Did you smoke at all at the nightclub or disco, including both inside or outside, during your last visit? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 146/ET250. 

Otherwise, go to 148/ET601b. 

146 ET49250 Ask if 145/ET249=1. 

Did you smoke inside the nightclub or disco, outside, or both? 

1    Inside only 

2    Outside only 

3    Both inside and outside 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2 or 3, go to 147/ET252. 

Otherwise, go to 148/ET601b. 

147 ET49252 Ask if 146/ET250=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 

1    Outdoor area on the premises 

2    Had to leave the premises altogether 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

148 ET49601b Ask all. 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 150a/ET723. 

149 ET49634 Ask if 148/ET601b=1. 

In the last 30 days, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

150a ET49723 Ask all. 

At which of the following places do you think smoking SHOULD be allowed? 

On the outdoor terrace of bars and pubs? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

150b ET49729 On the outdoor terrace of restaurants? 

150c ET49724 Within 5 meters of the entrance to public buildings? 

150d ET49725 In cars with preschool children in them? 

150e ET49728 In cars with non-smokers in them? 

150f ET49735 In schoolyards of primary schools? 

150g ET49737 In schoolyards of secondary schools? 

150h ET49759 Beaches? 

150i ET49760 Open stadiums for events such as football, etc.? 

150j ET49766 Bus stops? 

150k ET49767 Subway and train stations? 

151a ET49882 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support or oppose a complete smoking ban inside … 

Restaurants? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

151b ET49888 Drinking establishments such as pubs and bars? 

151c ET49924 Entertainment establishments such as nightclubs and discos? 

151d ET49923 Hospitals and health care facilities? 

  CIGARETTES -- ADVERTISING & PROMOTION 
152 AD49201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Thinking about everything that happens around you, in the last 6 months how often have you noticed things that promote 

smoking? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

Note: It doesn’t have to be advertising – anything that promotes smoking. 

153a AD49392 Ask if 152/AD201=2-5. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed things that promote smoking in any of the following places: 

On television? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

153b AD49393 On radio? 

153c AD49394 In newspapers or magazines? 

153d AD49395 On social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat? 

153e AD49396 On the Internet? 

153f AD49397 On posters or billboards? 

153g AD49398 In bars or pubs? 

153h AD49390 Outside shops or stores that sell tobacco? This includes signs in windows, visible from the outside. 

153i AD49389 Inside shops or stores that sell tobacco? 

153j AD49391 At events like fairs, markets, festivals, sporting events, or music concerts? 

154 AD49601 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

The next questions are about the media in general.  First, think about news stories relating to smoking or tobacco companies 

that might have been on TV, on the radio, in the newspapers, or on the internet. 

In the last 6 months, about how often have you seen or heard a news story about smoking? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2-5, go to 155/AD606. 

Otherwise, go to 156/AD701. 

155 AD49606 Ask if 154/AD601=2-5. 

Read out response options. 

On average, how did the news stories portray smoking?  Were they . . . 

1    All pro-smoking 

2    Mostly pro-smoking 
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3    Equally pro- and anti-smoking 

4    Mostly anti-smoking 

5    All anti-smoking 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

156 AD49701 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about the DANGERS of smoking, or encourages 

QUITTING. 

In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

157a AD49711 Ask if 156/AD701=2-5. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting, in any of the following places: 

On television? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

157b AD49716 On radio? 

157c AD49731 In newspapers or magazines? 

157d AD49705 On social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat? 

157e AD49751 On the Internet? 

157f AD49726 On posters or billboards? 

158 AD49627 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support complete bans on tobacco advertisements inside shops and stores? 

1    Not at all 

2    Somewhat 

3    A lot 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

159 AD49623 Ask all. 

In the last 30 days, have you seen cigarette or roll-your-own tobacco packages being displayed inside shops or stores 

where people can buy tobacco products, including on shelves or on the counter? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

160 AD49663 Ask if 049/FR309v=1-5. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, when shopping for THINGS OTHER THAN CIGARETTES, have you ended up buying factory-made or 

roll-your-own cigarettes because you noticed cigarette packs displayed in the store or other signs that cigarettes were sold 

there? 

1    Yes, this happened once 

2    Yes, this happened twice 

3    Yes, this happened more often 

4    No, this did not happen 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

161 AD49629 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support complete bans on displays of cigarettes inside shops and stores? 

1    Not at all 

2    Somewhat 

3    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
162a IN49215 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

The following statements are about tobacco companies.  How much do you agree with the following statements? 

Tobacco companies can be trusted to tell the truth about the dangers of their products. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 
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5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

162b IN49217 Tobacco companies should take responsibility for the harm caused by smoking. 

162c IN49220 Tobacco companies should be required to sell cigarettes in plain packages -- that is, in packs without the usual brand colors 

and symbols, but keeping the warning labels. 

162d IN49213 Tobacco products should be subject to more rules and regulations. 

163 WT49979 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the past 12 months, how often have you THOUGHT ABOUT the chemicals contained in cigarettes? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

164 IN49351 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose a law that banned all slim cigarettes, that is, those cigarettes that are slimmer in size than 

regular cigarettes? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

165 CH49885 Ask all. 

Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statement? 

The government should do more to help smokers give up smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

166 PU49680 Ask all. 
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Do you think that the government should increase the tax on cigarettes? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

167 IN49336 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose a law that restricted the number of places where cigarettes could be purchased? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

168 CH49879 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose a total ban on cigarettes and other smoked tobacco within 10 years, if the government 

provided assistance such as cessation clinics to help smokers quit? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- PSYCHOSOCIAL BELIEFS 
169a PS49211 Ask all. 

Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements? 

FR305=1: You enjoy smoking too much to give it up. 

FR305=2: You enjoy smoking too much to give it up for good. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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169b PS49213 Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

169c LM49817 Slim cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

169d PS49215 If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

169e PS49231 FR305=1: There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 

FR305=2: There are fewer and fewer places where smokers can feel comfortable about smoking. 

169f PS49233 Society disapproves of smoking. 

169g PS49229 People who are important to you believe that you should not smoke. 

169h PS49210 Smoking is sociable. 

169i PS49338 People who smoke are more and more marginalized. 

169j PS49273 Your family disapproves of smoking. 

169k PS49274 Your friends disapprove of smoking. 

170 PS49260 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Is the following a reason for your smoking cigarettes? 

Smoking helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

171a LM49705 Ask all. 

Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements? 

Menthol cigarettes are smoother on your airways than regular cigarettes. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note: If necessary, state that by airways we mean areas such as throat and lungs. 

171b LM49703 Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

172a PS49313 Ask all. 

Please tell us whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 

The medical evidence that smoking is harmful is exaggerated. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 
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4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

172b PS49317 Smoking is no more risky than lots of other things that people do. 

172c PS49223 FR305=1: Smoking is an important part of your life. 

FR305=2: Smoking was an important part of your life. 

173 PS49275 Ask all. 

FR305=1:  What do people who are important to you think about you smoking cigarettes? 

FR305=2:  What would people who are important to you think about you smoking cigarettes? 

1    All or nearly all approve 

2    Most approve 

3    About half approve and half disapprove 

4    Most disapprove 

5    All or nearly all disapprove 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

174 PS49328 Ask all. 

What do you think the general public's attitude is towards smoking cigarettes? 

1    Strongly approves 

2    Somewhat approves 

3    Neither approves nor disapproves 

4    Somewhat disapproves 

5    Strongly disapproves 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- PERCEIVED RISK 
175 PR49101 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now we'd like to ask you some questions about your health. 

In general, how would you describe your health?  Is it . . . 

1    Poor 

2    Fair 

3    Good 

4    Very good 

5    Excellent 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

176 PR49311 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent has smoking damaged your health? 

1    Not at all 

2    Just a little 

3    A fair amount 

4    A great deal 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

177 PR49313 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

How worried are you that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 

2    A little worried 

3    Moderately worried 

4    Very worried 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

178 KN49444 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How harmful do you think nicotine is [-- or was, or would be -- (FR305=2)] to your health? 

1    Not at all harmful 

2    Slightly harmful 

3    Moderately harmful 

4    Very harmful 

5    Extremely harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

179 PS49212 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

FR305=1:  What effect, if any, does smoking have on how you function across the day? Smoking ... 

FR305=2:  What effect, if any, did smoking have on how you functioned across the day? Smoking ... 

1    Improves your daily functioning a lot 

2    Improves your daily functioning a little 

3    Has no effect 

4    Makes your daily functioning a little worse 
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5    Makes your daily functioning a lot worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

180 PR49218 Ask if 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

If you continue to smoke as much as you do now, compared to a non-smoker, what are the chances that you will get a 

serious lung disease, such as lung cancer, COPD, or emphysema? 

1    Much more likely 

2    Somewhat more likely 

3    A little more likely 

4    Just as likely 

5    Less likely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- CURRENT FREQUENCY 
181 NC49301 Ask all. 

  

Display pictures of various e-cigs. 

Have you ever heard of electronic cigarettes, also called e-cigarettes, or vaping devices? We are talking about devices that 

heat a liquid to produce vapour, and NOT devices that heat tobacco. 

  

This includes all e-cigarettes or vaping devices and similar products, such as e-shisha, e-hookah, personal vaporizers, and 

vape pens, where you inhale vapor instead of smoke. Using these products is often called vaping. Some contain nicotine, 

others do not. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note: If respondent seems to be confused, say that we are asking about e-cigarettes that heat e-liquid ONLY, but 

NOT ‘heat-not-burn’ devices that heat tobacco (in pods, capsules, or sticks). 

If response=1, go to 182/NC302. 

Otherwise, go to 266/HN103. 

182 NC49302 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Have you ever used an e-cigarette or vaping device, even one time? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

183 NC49307 Ask if 182/NC302=1. 

Read out response options. 

How many times have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device in your entire life? 

1    2 or fewer 

2    3-10 

3    11-20 

4    21-50 

5    51-99 

6    At least 100, or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent isn't sure, please have them provide their best estimate. 

184 NC49304 Ask if 182/NC302=1. 

Read out response options. 

On average, how often do you CURRENTLY use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Daily 

2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4    Less than monthly 

5    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

185 NC49318 Ask if 184/NC304=1. 

Read out response options. 

How long have you been using e-cigarettes or vaping devices daily? 

01    Less than 1 week 

02    1-4 weeks 

03    1-3 months 

04    4-6 months 

05    7-12 months 

06    1-2 years 

07    2-3 years 

08    3-5 years 

09    More than 5 years 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 
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186 NC49316 Ask if 184/NC304=2. 

Read out response options. 

How long have you been using e-cigarettes or vaping devices at least once a week? 

01    Less than 1 month 

02    1-3 months 

03    4-6 months 

04    7-12 months 

05    1-2 years 

06    2-3 years 

07    3-5 years 

08    More than 5 years 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

187 NC49317 Ask if 184/NC304=2-5 or 9. 

Read out response options. 

In the past, have you used e-cigarettes or vaping devices on a daily basis, and if so, for how long? 

1    No, never daily 

2    Yes, for less than 1 week 

3    Yes, for 1 week to less than 1 month 

4    Yes, for 1-3 months 

5    Yes, for 4-6 months 

6    Yes, for 7-12 months 

7    Yes, for more than 12 months 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

188 NC49320 Ask if 184/NC304=2-5 or 9. 

Read out response options. 

When was the last time you tried or used e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Less than 1 week ago 

2    1-4 weeks ago 

3    1-3 months ago 

4    4-6 months ago 

5    7-12 months ago 

6    1-2 years ago 

7    More than 2 years ago 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

189 ED49475 Ask if 184/NC304=1 or 2 or 187/NC317=2-7. 
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NC304=2: On days that you use an e-cigarette or vaping device ...      

NC304<>1 or 2 and NC317=2-7: When you were using an e-cigarette or vaping device daily …      

All: … how soon after waking in the morning [do/ did] you have your first puff on an e-cigarette or vaping device? 

1    5 minutes or less 

2    6-30 minutes 

3    31-60 minutes 

4    More than 60 minutes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- VAPING BEHAVIOUR 
190a NC49354 Ask if 182/NC302=1. 

Which of the following were reasons for your use of e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

They may not be as bad for your health. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

190b ER49128 They taste better. 

190c NC49350 They are cheaper than ordinary cigarettes. 

190d NC49353 So you [(FR305=1) can / FR305=2) could] use an e-cigarette or vaping device in places where smoking ordinary cigarettes 

is banned. 

190e NC49359 To make it easier to cut down on the number of ordinary cigarettes you smoke. 

190f NC49357 As a way to help you quit. 

190g NC49358 FR305=1:  Replacing some of your ordinary cigarettes with an e-cigarette or vaping device means you don’t have to give 

up smoking ordinary cigarettes altogether. 

FR305=2:  Replacing some of your cigarettes with e-cigarettes meant you didn't have to quit smoking cigarettes 

altogether. 

190h ER49106 Out of curiosity. 

190i ER49130 Because someone offered you one. 

190j ER49125 They look cool. 

190k ER49115 Advice from a health professional. 

190l NC49355 Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is less harmful than smoking to other people around you. 

190

m 

ER49122 Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is more acceptable than smoking to people around you. 

190n ER49101 FR305=1: You enjoy using e-cigarettes or vaping devices. 

FR305=2: You enjoyed using e-cigarettes or vaping devices. 
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190o ER49105 FR305=1: You save money by using e-cigarettes or vaping devices instead of smoking. 

FR305=2: You saved money by using e-cigarettes or vaping devices instead of smoking. 

190p ER49124 FR305=1: Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices helps you control your appetite and/or weight. 

FR305=2: Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices helped you control your appetite and/or weight. 

190q ER49126 Ask if 050/FR305=2 and (182/NC302=1). 

Vaping might help you stay quit. 

191 NC49328 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Not at all 

2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 

3    Yes -- very addicted 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

192 ED49625 Ask if 184/NC304=5 or 182/NC302=2, 8 or 9. 

How likely are you to use e-cigarettes or e-liquids that CONTAIN NICOTINE in the future? By this we mean more than just 

trying them. 

1    Definitely will use 

2    Probably will use 

3    Might or might not use 

4    Probably will not use 

5    Definitely will not use 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

  E-CIGARETTES -- CESSATION HELP 
193a EQ49321 Ask if 066k/EQ101=2, 8 or 9 and 182/NC302=1. 

Have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device as part of a previous attempt to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

193b EQ49412 Ask if 184/NC304=1-2. 

Have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device to CUT DOWN on the amount you smoke? 

193c NC49365 Have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device to COPE with times when you could not or were not allowed to smoke 

ordinary cigarettes? 

194 EK49210 Ask if 077/CH801=1 and 181/NC301=1. 
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Rtype=C: On ANY visit to the doctor or health professional since last we spoke to you in [LSrange], did the doctor or 

health professional talk to you about e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

Rtype=P: On ANY visit to the doctor or health professional in the last 18 months, did the doctor or health professional talk 

to you about e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

195 EK49225 Ask if 194/EK210=1. 

Read out response options. 

The last time you received such advice, did you bring up the topic of e-cigarettes or vaping devices or did the doctor or 

health professional? 

1    You brought it up 

2    Doctor or health professional brought it up 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

196 EK49220 Ask if 194/EK210=1. 

Read out response options. 

What advice did the doctor or health professional give you about e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    They advised that you use an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

2    They advised against using an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

3    They didn’t advise for or against an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- BRAND, SOURCE & PURCHASE 
197 EC49375 Ask if 184/NC304=1-4. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the TYPE of e-cigarette or vaping device you [currently use MOST (NC304=1 or 2)/ 

used LAST (NC304=3)/ tried (NC304=4)]? 

  

[Insert pictures of products here] 

1    It is disposable, not refillable (non-rechargeable) 

2    It uses replaceable pre-filled cartridges (rechargeable) 

3    It has a tank that you fill with liquids (rechargeable) 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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198 EF49340 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3 and 197/EC375=1 or 2. 

On average, about how many cartridges or disposable e-cigarettes do you now use each week? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

[Integer response] 

199 EC49409 Ask if 197/EC375=2-3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

What is the volume or capacity of the tank or cartridges you usually use with your e-cigarette or vaping device? 

1    less than 1.0 mL 

2    1.0 – 1.5 mL 

3    1.6 – 2.0 mL 

4    2.1 – 3.0 mL 

5    3.1 – 4.0 mL 

6    more than 4.0 mL 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

200 EC49386 Ask if 197/EC375=2-3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

NC304=1 or 2: Can you adjust power, voltage or temperature in the e-cigarette or vaping device you currently use most? 

NC304=3: Can you adjust power, voltage or temperature in the e-cigarette or vaping device you used last? 

1    Yes, but you don't change it 

2    Yes, and you change the settings occasionally 

3    Yes, and you regularly adjust the settings 

4    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

201 EC49430 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

NC304=1 or 2: Does the e-cigarette or e-liquid that you currently use most contain nicotine?      

  

NC304=3: Did the e-cigarette or e-liquid that you used last contain nicotine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

202 EC49872 Ask if 201/EC430=2, 8 or 9. 

Have you ever used e-cigarettes that contain nicotine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

If respondent is unsure, select “9 Don't know”. 

203 EC49450 Ask if 201/EC430=1 and 197/EC375=1-3. 

NC304=1 or 2: What is the nicotine strength of the [e-cigarette (EC375=1) / cartridge (EC375=2)/ e-liquid (EC375=3)] 

you currently use most?  

NC304=3: What is the nicotine strength of the [e-cigarette (EC375=1)/cartridge (EC375=2) / e-liquid (EC375=3)] you 

used last? 

1    1-8 mg/ml (0.1-0.8%) 

2    9-14 mg/ml (0.9-1.4%) 

3    15-20 mg/ml (1.5-2.0%) 

4    21-24 mg/ml (2.1-2.4%) 

5    25 mg/ml (2.5%) or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

204 EC49451 Ask if 203/EC450=8 or 9. 

Read out response options. 

NC304=1 or 2: As far as you know, what is the nicotine strength of the [(EC375=1) e-cigarette/ (EC375=2) cartridge/ 

(EC375=3) e-liquid] you currently use most? 

NC304=3: As far as you know, what is the nicotine strength of the [(EC375=1) e-cigarette/ (EC375=2) cartridge/ 

(EC375=3) e-liquid] you used last? 

1    High 

2    Medium 

3    Low 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

205a EC49166 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Select all that respondent has used in the last 30 days. 

What flavours of e-cigarette or e-liquid have you used in the last 30 days? 

No flavour 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

205b EC49149 Tobacco flavour 

205c EC49150 Mix of tobacco and menthol 

205d EC49146 Menthol or mint 
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205e EC49145 Fruit flavour 

205f EC49148 Candy, desserts, sweets 

205g EC49142 Chocolate 

205h EC49143 Clove or other spice 

205i EC49144 Coffee 

205j EC49147 A non-alcoholic drink such as soda, energy drinks, or other beverages 

205k EC49141 An alcoholic drink such as wine, cognac, margarita, or other cocktails 

205l EC49163 Other 

206 EC49167 Ask if more than one of (205a/EC166 to 205l/EC163 – flavours above)=1. 

Only display the flavours endorsed from 205a/EC166 - 205l/EC163. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

Of the flavours you use, which do you use most often? 

01    No flavour 

02    Tobacco flavour 

03    Mix of tobacco and menthol 

04    Menthol or mint 

05    Fruit flavour 

06    Candy, desserts, sweets 

07    Chocolate 

08    Clove or other spice 

09    Coffee 

10    A non-alcoholic drink such as soda, energy drinks, or other beverages 

11    An alcoholic drink such as wine, cognac, margarita, or other cocktails 

12    Other 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

207a NC49335 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

Now thinking about the last time you purchased e-liquid, e-cigarette cartridges or disposable e-cigarettes. Where did you 

make this last purchase? 

01    On the internet 

02    Vape shop/e-cigarette kiosk 

03    Tobacco specialty shop/ tobacconist 

04    Newsagent/ off-license/ corner shop/ convenience shop 

05    [Petrol/ Gas] station shop 

06    Supermarket 

07    Chemist/ Pharmacy 
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08    Pub or Bar 

09    Other store 

10    Independent seller, not a mainstream shop, market stall, pop-up shop 

11    Bought abroad and brought back with me 

12    Friend or relative 

13    Free sample 

14    Somewhere else 

15    Don't remember last purchase 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=14, go to 207b/NC335o. 

If response=15, go to 212/EF776. 

Otherwise, go to 208/NC379. 

207b NC49335o Ask if 207a/NC335=14. 

Specify where else. 

208 NC49379 Ask if 197/EC375=1 or 2 and 207a/NC335=1-14, 88 or 99. 

Thinking about your last purchase, how much did you pay per [(EC375=1) e-cigarette/ (EC375=2) cartridge]? 

 

88888    Refused 

99999    Don't Know 

Please enter exact price using a decimal point in your answer.  We request that you be as accurate as possible and not round 

up or down. 

209 EL49556 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 207a/NC335=1-14, 88 or 99. 

Thinking about your last purchase, how many millilitres did your last purchased bottle or container of e-liquid contain? If 

you bought different sizes, answer for the size you use most often. 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

210 EL49582 Ask if 209/EL556>0 and <888. 

How much did you pay for the [EL556] millilitre bottle or container of e-liquid? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

Please enter exact price using a decimal point in your answer.  We request that you be as accurate as possible and not round 

up or down. 

211 EL49595 Ask if 209/EL556>0 and <888. 

How many days will this amount last if you are the only one using it? 
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88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of days. Minimum 1 day. 

  E-CIGARETTES -- BELIEFS ABOUT QUITTING 
212 EF49776 Ask if 184/NC304=1 and 050/FR305=1. 

Read out response options. 

Since you started using e-cigarettes or vaping devices, do you now smoke more ordinary cigarettes or fewer ordinary 

cigarettes than previously? 

1    Smoke more ordinary cigarettes 

2    No change 

3    Smoke fewer ordinary cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

213 EQ49606 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think using e-cigarettes or vaping devices would make it easier or harder to permanently quit smoking ordinary 

cigarettes? 

1    A lot easier 

2    A bit easier 

3    No effect 

4    A bit harder 

5    A lot harder 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- WARNING LABELS 
214 EK49444 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

In the past 30 days, have you noticed any health warnings on packaging for e-cigarettes, cartridges, or e-liquid bottles or 

containers? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

215 EK49451 Ask if 214/EK444=1. 

In the last 30 days, have you read any of the health warnings? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

216a EK49420 Ask if 215/EK451=1. 

Read out. 

What do you recall the health warning showing or saying? 

This product contains nicotine which is a highly addictive substance. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

216b EK49426 An image of a skull and cross bones 

216c EK49427 An image of X 

216d EK49428 An image indicating environmental harm such as a tree and dead fish 

216e EK49429 A recommendation to use gloves 

217 EK49472 Ask if 215/EK451=1. 

Read out response options. 

What effect have the health warnings had on your thoughts about using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Made you concerned about using 

2    Had no impact 

3    Reassured you about using 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

218 EK49404 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

As far as you know, is there health and product safety information contained on leaflets inside the packaging of disposable 

e-cigarettes, cartridges, or e-liquid? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

219 EK49410 Ask if 218/EK404=1. 

Have you ever read this information? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  EXPOSURE TO E-CIGARETTE VAPOUR 
220 EP49308 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often have you seen anyone using an e-cigarette or vaping device in public [(NC304=1-3)-

excluding you]? 

1    Every day 

2    Most days 

3    Some days 

4    Rarely 

5    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

221 EP49100 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often did you use an e-cigarette or vaping device in situations where using an e-cigarette or 

vaping device is not allowed? 

1    Every day 

2    Most days 

3    Some days 

4    Rarely 

5    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

222 ES49420 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How comfortable do you feel about using e-cigarettes or vaping devices around other people? 

1    Very comfortable 

2    Comfortable 

3    Neutral 

4    Uncomfortable 

5    Very uncomfortable 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

223 EP49302 Ask if 220/EP308=1-3. 

Read out response options. 
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In the last 30 days, have you seen anybody using e-cigarettes or vaping devices indoors where smoking ordinary cigarettes 

is banned? 

1    No 

2    Yes, but only once 

3    Yes, a few times 

4    Yes, frequently 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

224 EP49450 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules for using an e-cigarette or vaping device inside your home? 

  

NC304=4, 5, 8 or 9 or NC302=2, 8 or 9: If necessary, imagine if someone wanted to use an e-cigarette or vaping 

device inside your home. 

1    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed anywhere inside your home 

2    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed in some rooms inside your home 

3    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is never allowed anywhere inside your home 

4    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is not allowed inside your home except under special circumstances 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

225 EP49152 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you ever use an e-cigarette or vaping device inside your home? 

1    Yes, with no rules or restrictions 

2    Yes, but only on some occasions, or in some areas 

3    No, never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

226 EP49170 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3 and 129/ET328<>4. 

Do you use an e-cigarette or vaping device in your car? 

1    Yes, regardless of who is in the car 

2    Yes, but only when alone or with certain people 

3    No, never 

4    I don't have a car 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

227 EP49341 Ask if 148/ET601b=1 and 181/NC301=1. 

In the last 30 days, have people used an e-cigarette or vaping device in indoor areas where you work? 
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1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

228 EP49140 Ask if 148/ET601b=1 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

In the last 30 days, have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device in indoor areas where you work? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

229 EP49440 Ask if 148/ET601b=1 and 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the policy for using an e-cigarette or vaping device where you work? 

1    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is not allowed in any indoor area. 

2    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed only in some indoor areas. 

3    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed in any indoor areas. 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

230 EP49601 Ask if 184/NC304=5 or 9 or 182/NC302=2, 8 or 9. 

Read out response options. 

How often are you exposed to the vapour from other people’s e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

231 EP49608 Ask if 230/EP601=2-9. 

Read out response options. 

Does your exposure to e-cigarette or vaping device vapour in these situations worry you? 

1    No, not at all 

2    Yes, a little 

3    Yes, a lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

232 RE49255 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Thinking about the vapour from e-cigarettes or vaping devices, and second-hand smoke from ordinary cigarettes… 
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Is VAPOUR from e-cigarettes or vaping devices more harmful, equally harmful, or less harmful to other people than 

second-hand smoke from ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Vapour is more harmful than second-hand smoke 

2    Equally harmful 

3    Vapour is less harmful than second-hand smoke 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

233 RE49252 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Thinking about the vapour from e-cigarettes or vaping devices ... 

Is vapour from e-cigarettes or vaping devices harmful to other people? 

1    It’s harmful 

2    It’s not harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- ADVERTISING & PROMOTION 
234a EA49171 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Now I want to ask you about the advertising of e-cigarettes or vaping devices. In the last 6 months, have you noticed e-

cigarettes or vaping devices being advertised in any of the following places? 

On television? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

3    Don't use/ Don't encounter 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

234b EA49155 On radio? 

234c EA49117 On posters or billboards? 

234d EA49141 In newspapers or magazines? 

234e EA49137 In shopping centers? 

234f EA49170 Outside shops or stores that sell tobacco? This includes signs in windows, visible from the outside. 

234g EA49169 Inside shops or stores that sell tobacco? 

234h EA49157 On social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat? 

234i EA49131 On the Internet? 

234j EA49127 At festivals? 

234k EA49159 At sporting events? 

234l EA49149 In regular postal mail you received? 
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234

m 

EA49123 In email or text message(s) you have received? 

234n EA49115 In bars or pubs? 

234o EA49165 At temporary or mobile sales locations? For example, in shopping centres, parked in the street, other places, but not at 

specific events. 

235 EA49505 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

In the last 6 months, have you received any special discounts for e-cigarette or vaping device products? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

236 EA49501 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months, have you received any free samples of e-cigarette or vaping device products? 

1    No, never received 

2    Yes, in the last month 

3    Yes, 1-6 months ago 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

237 EK49270 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Thinking about all you have seen and read about e-cigarettes or vaping devices, from all sources, would you say the 

information has been ... 

1    Mostly positive 

2    Slightly positive 

3    Equally balanced 

4    Slightly negative 

5    Mostly negative 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- E-CIGARETTE INDUSTRY 
238a EI49388 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

This next set of questions is about possible laws around vaping and e-cigarettes. Do you support or oppose any of the 

following … ? 

Limiting the amount of nicotine allowed in e-cigarettes and e-liquid. 
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1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

238b EI49350 Banning fruit and candy flavours in e-cigarettes and e-liquid 

238c EI49361 Banning the use of e-cigarettes or vaping devices in places where smoking is already banned 

238d EI49121 Having the same minimum age for buying e-cigarettes, e-liquid and vaping devices as for ordinary cigarettes 

238e EI49372 Banning e-cigarette, vaping device and e-liquid promotions, such as free samples, coupons, and price discounts. 

238f EI49334 Banning all forms of advertising of e-cigarettes or vaping devices. 

239 EA49801 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

In your opinion, should advertising of e-cigarettes and vaping devices be banned in all places or allowed in some places? 

1    Banned completely 

2    Allowed in some places 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

240a EA49814 Ask if 239/EA801=2. 

In your opinion, where among the following places should e-cigarette or vaping device advertising be allowed? 

Allowed in newspapers and magazines. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

240b EA49816 Allowed on TV and radio. 

240c EA49810 Allowed on billboards. 

240d EA49820 Allowed at point of sale in stores dedicated to selling tobacco, e-cigarettes or e-liquid. 

240e EA49818 Ask if 240a/EA814-EA820=2, 8, or 9. 

Only allowed in places where only smokers or people who use e-cigarettes or vaping devices are likely to see it. 

  E-CIGARETTES -- PSYCHOSOCIAL BELIEFS 
241 ES49352 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

In your opinion, how socially acceptable or unacceptable is it to use e-cigarettes or vaping devices in public? 

1    Very acceptable 

2    Acceptable 
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3    Neither acceptable nor unacceptable 

4    Unacceptable 

5    Very unacceptable 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

242 ES49616 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statement? 

Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is an important part of your life. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

243 ES49322 Ask if 184/NC304=1-4. 

Read out response options. 

What do people who are important to you think about you using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    All or nearly all approve 

2    Most approve 

3    About half approve and half disapprove 

4    Most disapprove 

5    All or nearly all disapprove 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

244 ES49351 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

What do you think the general public's attitude is towards using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Strongly approves 

2    Somewhat approves 

3    Neither approves nor disapproves 

4    Somewhat disapproves 

5    Strongly disapproves 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  E-CIGARETTES -- PERCEIVED RISK 
245 RE49431 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Since you started using e-cigarettes or vaping devices, have you noticed any change in your day-to-day health (such as 

changes in energy levels, coughs, etc.)? 

  

Would you say using e-cigarettes or vaping devices has … 

1    Improved your health a lot 

2    Improved your health a little 

3    No effect on your health 

4    Made your health a little worse 

5    Made your health a lot worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

246 RE49411 Ask if 184/NC304=1-5. 

Read out response options. 

NC304=1-4: What effect does using e-cigarettes or vaping devices have on how you function across the day? 

NC304=5: What effect, if any, did using e-cigarettes or vaping devices have on how you functioned across the day? 

  

Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices … 

1    [Improves/ Improved] your daily functioning a lot 

2    [Improves/ Improved] your daily functioning a little 

3    [Has/ Had] no effect 

4    [Makes/ Made] your daily functioning a little worse 

5    [Makes/ Made] your daily functioning a lot worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

247 RE49472 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

How do you think it would affect the health of a smoker if they quit smoking ordinary factory made or roll-your-own 

cigarettes and switched completely to e-cigarettes or vaping devices long-term? 

1    Improve their health a lot compared to continuing to smoke 

2    Improve their health a little 

3    No effect on their health 

4    Make their health a little worse 

5    Make their health a lot worse compared to continuing to smoke 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

248 ED49508 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think that e-cigarettes or vaping devices are addictive? 

1    Not at all 

2    Slightly 

3    Moderately 

4    Very much 

5    Extremely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

249a RE49201 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think that e-cigarettes or vaping devices are harmful? 

1    Not at all 

2    Slightly 

3    Moderately 

4    Very much 

5    Extremely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

249b EI49325 Do you agree that minors should be allowed to use e-cigarettes or vaping devices?  If yes, how much do you agree? 

250 ED49515 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, do you think using e-cigarettes or e-liquids that contain nicotine is…? 

1    Much less addictive than smoking cigarettes 

2    Somewhat less addictive than smoking cigarettes 

3    Equally addictive to smoking cigarettes 

4    Somewhat more addictive than smoking cigarettes 

5    Much more addictive than smoking cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

251 EE49221 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Overall, is using e-cigarettes or vaping devices cheaper or more expensive than smoking ordinary cigarettes? 

1    A lot cheaper 

2    A bit cheaper 
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3    About the same cost 

4    A bit more expensive 

5    A lot more expensive 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

252 ED49613 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you plan to keep on using e-cigarettes or vaping devices, or do you plan to stop using them? 

1    Definitely keep using 

2    Probably keep using 

3    Might or might not keep using 

4    Probably stop using 

5    Definitely stop using 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

253 ES49615 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How much do you enjoy using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Not at all 

2    Slightly 

3    Moderately 

4    Very much 

5    Extremely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

254 RE49455 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How worried are you that using e-cigarettes or vaping devices WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 

2    A little worried 

3    Moderately worried 

4    Very worried 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

255 RE49222 Ask if 181/NC301=1. 

Read out response options. 

In your opinion, is using e-cigarettes or vaping devices less harmful to health, more harmful to health, or no different than 

smoking ordinary cigarettes? 
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1    Much less harmful 

2    Somewhat less harmful 

3    No different 

4    Somewhat more harmful 

5    Much more harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

256a EC49718 Ask if 184/NC304=1-3. 

In the last 6 months, did you experience any of the following problems with your e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

'Dry puff' or burnt taste. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

256b EC49712 Breaking or dropping the product so it no longer works. 

256c EC49716 Battery overheated. 

256d EC49710 Battery exploded/ caught on fire. 

257 EC49714 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

In the last 6 months, did you experience any of the following problems with your e-liquid? 

Fluid leaking from the device during use. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

258 EC49735 Ask if 257/EC714=1. 

In the last 6 months, how often did the e-liquid leak during use? 

1    1-2 times 

2    3-10 times 

3    More than 10 times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

259 EC49720 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

In the last 6 months, did you experience any of the following problems with your e-liquid? 

E-liquid spilling during refilling 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

260 EC49775 Ask if 259/EC720=1. 

In the last 6 months, how often did the e-liquid spill during refilling? 

1    1-2 times 

2    3-10 times 

3    More than 10 times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

261 EC49772 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How easy is it to refill the e-cigarette or vaping device you [(NC304=1 or 2) currently use most/ (NC304=3) used last]? 

1    Very easy 

2    Easy 

3    Neither easy nor difficult 

4    Difficult 

5    Very difficult 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

262 EC49779 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

Have you ever used gloves while refilling your vaping device with e-liquid? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

263 EF49821 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

Have you ever mixed different e-liquids? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

264 EF49808 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 

Have you ever mixed other substances (e.g. marijuana) with your e-liquid? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

265 EC49739 Ask if 197/EC375=3 and 184/NC304=1-3. 
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Read out response options. 

We would like to you describe the lid or cap of the e-liquid you [(NC304=1 or 2) currently use most/ (NC304=3) used 

last]? 

  

How easy or difficult would it be for a child to open the bottle or container of e-liquid? 

1    It is easy for a child to open 

2    It is difficult for a child to open, such as having a child proof cap 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  ALTERNATIVE TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
266 HN49103 

(Prev. 

SL49380) 

Ask all. 

Have you heard about new electronic products that heat tobacco instead of burning it? These products use battery power 

to heat capsules, pods, or cigarette-like sticks that contain tobacco.  These include products such as iQOS. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

267 HN49106 

(Prev. 

SL49382) 

Ask if 266/HN103=1. 

Have you ever used one of these “heat-not-burn” products, even one time? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know (valid response) 

268 HN49140 Ask if 267/HN106=1. 

Read out response options. 

How often do you CURRENTLY use heat-not-burn products? 

1    Daily 

2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 

5    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

269 HN49571 Ask if 266/HN103=1. 

Read out response options. 

Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, how harmful do you think using these heat-not-burn tobacco products is? 
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1    Much less harmful than smoking ordinary cigarettes 

2    Somewhat less harmful than smoking ordinary cigarettes 

3    Equally harmful to smoking ordinary cigarettes 

4    Somewhat more harmful than smoking ordinary cigarettes 

5    Much more harmful than smoking ordinary cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  MODERATORS 
270a DI49503 Ask all. 

During the last 30 days, have you often been bothered by little interest or pleasure in doing things? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

270b DI49504 During the last 30 days, have you often been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? 

271 DI49211 Ask all. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

You spend a lot of time thinking about how what you do today will affect your life in the future. 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

272 DI49241 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 

How many of them smoke ordinary cigarettes? 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

[Possible answers between 0 and 5] 

273 ES49503 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 

How many of them use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

[Possible answers between 0 and 5] 

274 DI49301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of smoking ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Very positive 

2    Positive 

3    Neither positive nor negative 

4    Negative 

5    Very negative 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

275 ES49701 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Very positive 

2    Positive 

3    Neither positive nor negative 

4    Negative 

5    Very negative 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

276a HE49522 Ask all. 

Read out. 

Are you currently being treated for, or do you have a current diagnosis for, any of the following? 

Depression. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

276b HE49524 Anxiety. 

276c HE49526 Alcohol problems. 

276d HE49528 Chronic pain. 

276e HE49530 Diabetes. 

276f HE49534 Heart disease 

276g HE49512 Lung cancer 
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276h HE49532 Other cancer, excluding non-melanoma skin cancer. 

276i HE49510 Asthma 

276j HE49515 

(Prev. 

HE49514) 

COPD or emphysema 

276k HE49516 Chronic bronchitis 

276l HE49518 Tuberculosis? 

276

m 

HE49520 Severe obesity. 

277 DI49712 Ask all. 

Read out. 

How often do you have a drink containing alcohol? 

0    Never 

1    Once a month or less 

2    2-4 times a month 

3    2-3 times a week 

4    4 or more times a week 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=0, 8 or 9, go to 280/DE111. 

278 DI49703 Ask if 277/DI712=1-4. 

On days that you drink, how many standard drinks of alcohol do you have on a typical day? 

0    1-2 

1    3-4 

2    5-6 

3    7-9 

4    10 or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

We define a drink as 1 glass of wine (15cl) OR 1 can/ bottle of beer or cider (33cl) OR 4cl Spirits. 

279 DI49706 Ask if 277/DI712=1-4. 

Read out. 

How often do you have 6 or more drinks on one occasion? 

0    Never 

1    Less than monthly 

2    Monthly 

3    Weekly 
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4    Daily or almost daily 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

280 DE49111 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What is your marital status? 

1    Not married 

2    Not married but living together 

3    Married 

4    Registered partners 

5    Widowed 

6    Divorced 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2-4, go to 281/DI245.  

If response=1, 5, 6, 8 or 9, go to 285/DE311. 

281 DI49245 Ask if 280/DE111=2-4. 

Does your partner or spouse currently smoke? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

282 ES49507 Ask if 280/DE111=2-4 and 181/NC301=1. 

Does your partner or spouse currently use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

283 DI49246 Ask if 281/DI245=1. 

Is your partner or spouse thinking about quitting smoking, or planning to quit, within the next 12 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Go to 285/DE311. 

284 DI49247 Ask if 281/DI245=2. 

Did your partner or spouse quit smoking in the last 12 months? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  DEMOGRAPHICS 
285 DE49311 International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) codes of equivalence 

Use to standardize education levels of different countries for cross-country comparison. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    ISCED 0, Pre-primary education (include no education) 

02    ISCED 1, Primary education 

03    ISCED 2, Lower secondary education 

04    ISCED 3, Upper secondary education 

05    ISCED 4, Post-secondary non tertiary (including pre-vocational or vocational education) 

06    ISCED 5, Short-cycle tertiary 

07    ISCED 6, Bachelor or equivalent 

08    ISCED 7, Master or equivalent 

09    ISCED 8, Doctoral or equivalent 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

286 DE49311d Ask if 003/BI101=1. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    Early childhood / pre-primary education; left school before completing primary school 

02    Primary Education 

03    Lowest possible graduation in Germany, graduation after 9 years of school 

04    Secondary school, graduation after 10 years of school in West Germany 

05    Secondary school, graduation after 10 years of school in East Germany 

06    Qualification from a technical college, cooperative study college, public administration college 

07    Bachelor, certified engineer, master craftman's diploma 

08     Master 

09    Doctor, PhD 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

287 DE49311g Ask if 003/BI101=2. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    Kindergarten, pre-primary / didn’t go to school or some primary education 
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02    Elementary school / primary school 

03    Gymnasium / lower secondary school 

04    High school / Unified Lyceum 

05    Vocational Lyceum (EPAL), Ecclesiastic Lyceum, Vocational School (EPAS) 

06    Vocational Training Institute (IEK) 

07    Technological Educational Institute (TEI) (Higher tertiary education), Vocational Schools of Higher Education 

(before the anotatopoiisi), KATEE 

08    Technological Educational Institute (A.TEI) (Higher tertiary education), Schools of Higher Vocational Education 

(after the anotatopoiisi) 

09    University, Greek Open University (Bachelor from a tertiary University Institution) 

10    Technological Educational Institute (TEI) (Post-graduate studies, Master) 

11    University, Greek Open University, International Hellenic University (Post-graduate studies, Master) 

12    University,  Greek Open University (Post-graduate studies, Doctorate programme) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

288 DE49311h Ask if 003/BI101=3. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    Pre-primary education (include no education) / left school before completing 4th class 

02    Pre-primary education (include no education) / 1-4th class / did not complete 4th class 

03    Primary education / 5-7th class (also completed 4th class) 

04    Primary education / completed primary education or equivalent (or secondary school 5-8 classes) 

05    Lower secondary education / did not complete secondary education 

06    Lower secondary education / vocational and training school 

07    Upper secondary education / high school graduate in vocational secondary school 

08    Upper secondary education / high school graduate in grammar school 

09    Upper secondary education / high school graduate in vocational school 

10    Post-secondary non-tertiary (including pre-vocational or vocational education) / accredited higher level vocational 

training / other post-secondary vocational courses 

11    Short-cycle tertiary 

12    Bachelor or equivalent (Bachelor's Degree) 

13    Master or equivalent (university degree) 

14    Doctoral or equivalent (PhD, DLA) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

289 DE49311p Ask if 003/BI101=4. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 
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01    No formal education or did not complete primary 

02    Primary (6 years) 

03    Primary (before reform, 7 or 8 years) or lower secondary school 

04    Did not complete vocational school 

05    Vocational school 

06    Secondary vocational education 

07    Secondary school 

08    Post secondary 

09    Bachelor / engineer degree or equivalent 

10    Master degree or equivalent 

11    Doctoral degree or higher 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

290 DE49311r Ask if 003/BI101=5. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    No education 

02    Did not complete primary school 

03    Primary school 

04    Did not complete lower secondary school 

05    Lower secondary school 

06    Apprenticeship school (complementary) 

07    Vocational school 

08    Did not complete upper secondary school / high school 

09    Upper secondary school / high school 

10    Foreman school 

11    Post high school 

12    Did not complete university 

13    Short cycle tertiary education - technological or college 

14    University 

15    Master 

16    PhD 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

291 DE49311s Ask if 003/BI101=6. 

Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

01    Never attended school or did not complete primary school (up to 5th EGB / primary 5th). 
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02    Complete primary education, EGB (up to 6th or 7th inclusive), LOGSE, 6º primary or 1º ESO (inclusive). 

03    Secondary education, first cycle, primary education until 8th or 1º BUP (inclusive), LOGSE 2nd ESO or 3º ESO 

(inclusive). 

04    Secondary education, second cycle: up to 2 ° BUP or BUP 3rd or LOGSE 4th ESO. 

05    Secondary education, second cycle: Baccalaureate (up to COU inclusive), 2nd Baccalaureate LOGSE, FP2 or 

intermediate level cycles of vocational training. 

06    Studies third grade, first cycle: University Studies, grades, diplomas. 

07    Studies third grade, first cycle: Non-technical colleges 

08    Studies third grade, first cycle: Technical Engineering 

09    Studies third grade, first cycle: Other teachings that require the baccalaureate or equivalent qualification 

10    Third grade studies, second cycle: University faculties and degrees. 

11    Third grade studies, second cycle: Technical Colleges. 

12    Third grade studies, second cycle: Ecclesiastical, military studies and other superiors 

13    Third grade studies, second cycle: Studies non-regulated, equivalent to university level studies. 

14    Third grade studies: Masters and postgraduate studies 

15    Third grade studies: PhD 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

292 DE49220 Ask all. 

In the last 30 days, because of a shortage of money, were you unable to pay any important bills on time, such as 

electricity, telephone or rent bills? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

293 DE49511 Ask if 002/RTYPE=P. 

Are you [country] or some other nationality? 

1    [country] 

2    Other nationality 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

294a DE49513 Ask if 293/DE511=2. 

  

PROGRAMMER NOTE: Omit the respondent's stated country from the list. 

What other nationality? 

01    Turkish 

02    Italian 

03    Serbian 
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04    Polish 

05    German 

06    Greek 

07    Croatian 

08    Russian 

09    Austrian 

10    Bosnian 

11    Montenegrin 

12    Ukrainian 

13    Dutch 

14    Portuguese 

15    Spanish 

16    French 

17    British 

18    North American 

19    South American 

20    African 

21    Asian 

22    Other (specify) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=22, specify in 294b/DE513o. 

Otherwise, go to 295/DE403. 

294b DE49513o Ask if 294a/DE513=22. 

Enter text response. 

295 DE49403 Ask if 293/DE511=2. 

Read out response options. 

How long have you lived in [Country]? 

1    Less than 12 months 

2    1 to less than 2 years 

3    2 to less than 3 years 

4    3 to 5 years 

5    More than 5 years 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

296 DE49816 Ask all. 

How many children under the age of 18 are currently living in your household? 
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88    No answer 

Enter number. 

If response=1, go to 297/DE821. 

If response>1 and<88, go to 298/DE831. 

Otherwise, go to 302a/DE211. 

297 DE49821 Ask if 296/DE816=1. 

Read out response options. 

Is this child . . . ? 

1    Under the age of 1 

2    Between 1 and 5 years old 

3    Between 6 and 12 years old, or 

4    Between 13 and 17 years old 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 299/DE826.  

Otherwise, go to 302a/DE211. 

298 DE49831 Ask if 296/DE816>1 and <88. 

How many are under the age of 1? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number. 

If response=0, 88 or 99, go to 301a/DE841. 

If response=1, go to 299/DE826. 

Otherwise, go to 300/DE836. 

299 DE49826 Ask if 297/DE821=1 or 298/DE831=1. 

How many months old is that child? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of months. Maximum=12 months. 

300 DE49836 Ask if 298/DE831>1 and <88. 

How many months old is the youngest child in your household? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of months. Maximum=12 months. 

301a DE49841 Ask if 296/DE816>1 and <88. 
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How many are between 1 and 5 years old? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number. 

301b DE49846 How many are between 6 and 12 years old? 

301c DE49851 How many are between 13 and 17 years old? 

302a DE49211 Ask if 003/BI101=1, 2, or 6. 

Read out response options. 

What is the best estimate of your MONTHLY household income -- that is, the total income before taxes, or gross income, of 

all persons in your household combined? 

01    less than €750 a month 

02    €750 to 1000 

03    €1000 to 1250 

04    €1250 to 1500 

05    €1500 to 1750 

06    €1750 to 2000 

07    €2000 to 2500 

08    €2500 to 3000 

09    €3000 to 4000 

10    €4000 to 5000 

11    €5000 to 6000 

12    €6000 to 7000 

13    €7000 or more 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

302b DE49211h Ask if 003/BI101=3. 

01    less than 50 000 Ft 

02    50 001-100 000 Ft 

03    100 001-150 000 Ft 

04    150 001-200 000 Ft 

05    200 001-250 000 Ft 

06    250 001-300 000 Ft 

07    300 001-350 000 Ft 

08    350 001-400 000 Ft 

09    400 001-450 000 Ft 

10    450 001-500 000 Ft 

11    500 001-550 000 Ft 
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12    more than 550 000 Ft 

302c DE49211p Ask if 003/BI101=4. 

01    up to 500 zł 

02    500-1 000 zł 

03    1 001-1 500 zł 

04    1 501-2 000 zł 

05    2 001-2 500 zł 

06    2 501-3 000 zł 

07    3 001-4 000 zł 

08    4 001-5 000 zł 

09    5 001-7 500 zł 

10    7 501-10 000 zł 

11    10 001-15 000 zł 

12    more than 15 000 zł 

302d DE49211r Ask if 003/BI101=5. 

01    less than 500 lei 

02    500-1000 lei 

03    1001-1500 lei 

04    1501-2000 lei 

05    2001-2500 lei 

06    2501-3000 lei 

07    3001-3500 lei 

08    3501-4000 lei 

09    4001-4500 lei 

10    4501-5000 lei 

11    5001-5500 lei 

12    5501-6000 lei 

13    more than 6000 lei 

303a DE49931 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

The next questions are about using the internet. This means visiting a website by using a browser. Reading, sending or 

receiving e-mail using programs such as Gmail, Outlook, or Hotmail should not be taken into account. 

On average, how often do you use the internet AT HOME? 

01    6-7 days a week 

02    4-5 days a week 

03    2-3 days a week 

04    Once a week 

05    Once every two weeks 
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06    Once a month 

07    Less than once a month 

08    Never 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

303b DE49932 On average, how often do you use the internet AT WORK? 

303c DE49933 On average, how often do you use the internet SOMEWHERE ELSE? 

  SURVEY CLOSING 
304 AI49671 Ask all. 

You are now done with filling in the survey. Do you want to judge this survey by giving it a grade from 1 to 10? If you think 

this survey was very annoying, give it a 1. If you think this survey was very interesting, give it a 10. 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

305a AI49644 Ask all. 

We would like to interview you again in about 12 to 18 months. If you are happy for us to contact you again next year this 

would be useful for the outcomes of the Project. The survey will be a little shorter next time, and we will provide you with 

another token of our appreciation. You can choose to say yes or no now, and if you agree you can also change your mind and 

say no when we contact you again. 

Do you agree to be recontacted after 12 to 18 months for another interview on the same topics? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=1, go to 305b/AI507. 

If response=2, go to 307/AI372. 

305b AI49507 Ask if 305a/AI644=1. 

Thanks for accepting to take part in the survey in the future. In order to contact you again I would like to record the following 

information about yourself: first name and last name, address, e-mail address, landline and mobile phone number. 

  

All the information you provide is treated as strictly confidential. Any identifying information about you, such as name and 

address, will be removed so that your answers cannot be linked back to you. 

FIRST NAME: ___________________________________ 

LAST NAME: ____________________________________ 

ADDRESS 1: ____________________________________ 

ADDRESS 2: ____________________________________ 

ADDRESS 3: ____________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER (LANDLINE): ______________________ 
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PHONE NUMBER (MOBILE): ________________________ 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________ 

306a AI49520 Ask if 305a/AI644=1. 

We have also found it helpful in recontacting people to obtain the name and phone number of someone not living with you, 

such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you. 

  

Are you willing to share the name and phone number of an alternate person with us? We will not use this information for 

any other reason or share it with anyone. It will only be used to contact you in the event we are unable to reach you for 

our next survey. You can always ask to have the alternate contact's information deleted from our records. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If necessary, say: To request that the alternate contact's information be deleted from our records, either call [toll-free 

number] and leave a message, or email [email address for survey help]. 

If response=1, go to 306b/AI525. 

Otherwise, go to 307/AI372. 

306b AI49525 Ask if 306a/AI520=1. 

Record name and phone number of new contact. 

FIRST NAME: _____________________________________ 

LAST NAME: _____________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER (LANDLINE): ________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER (MOBILE): _________________________ 

307 AI49372 Ask all. 

Do you have any further comments on this survey? 

308 AI49535 Ask all. 

The survey has finished. Thank you very much for participating. As a token of appreciation for the time spent, please 

accept this gift. 

309 BI49551 INTERVIEWER ONLY 

Did the respondent receive their gift? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

310 BI49901 Thank you for your time and assistance. Those are all of our questions for this survey.  

  

If another respondent in the household is available to be surveyed, say: We also would like to talk to another 

person in your household, [other selected respondent name]. 

If other respondent summoned, go to 019/BI207 for new respondent record. 

311 BI49912 If 045/FR225=4 and 002/RTYPE=P. 

Unfortunately you are not part of the target group for this study. 
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312 BI49915 If 007/BI208=3. 

Thank you, but we are looking for households where there is at least one adult smoker. 

313 BI49904 If 045/FR225=9. 

Without an answer to this question, we don’t know which parts of the survey would be relevant to you.  That means we 

can’t continue the interview.  Thank you for your time. 
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VarName Changes 
 

New Name Old Name Date Survey Changed By Reasoning 

BR49212 BR49201 14-Jun-17 6E2 Michelle M Renamed to untangle from 

China's different use of the 

old VarName. 

BR49214 BR49203 14-Jun-17 6E2 Michelle M Renamed to untangle from 

China's different use of the 

old VarName. 

HE49515 HE49514 23-Jun-17 6E2 Michelle M In 4CE1 and 6E1, question 

HE514 was simply 

"Emphysema", but for 6E2 

the Romanian team 

requested to add "COPD" to 

this wording because 

Romanians are more familiar 

with that term. 4CE2 was 

changed to match, as it's 

only now asked for UK. The 

new "COPD or emphysema" 

question is given VarName 

HE515 to differentiate from 

W1. 

HN49103 SL49380 27-Jun-17 4:09:17 

PM 

6E2 Michelle M Assigning new VarNames to 

heat-not-burn product 

questions. 

HN49106 SL49382 27-Jun-17 6E2 Michelle M Assigning new VarNames to 

heat-not-burn product 

questions. 

 


